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EDITORIAL | BILL MAYER

News from the Aerospace Industry
There was a big announcement out of West Virginia in September that you may have missed. It was particularly big

news for the aerospace industry.

Governor Jim Justice announced that BHE Renewables, a Berkshire Hathaway Energy business, entered into an

agreement with the State of West Virginia to purchase more than 2,000 acres of land in Ravenswood, W.V., to be

developed as a global aerospace manufacturing hub. Precision Castparts Corp. (PCC), a Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

business, will be the �rst company to locate on the site and will develop a titanium melting facility that will use 100%

renewable energy to manufacture titanium products speci�cally for the aerospace industry.

“We are thrilled to partner with PCC and West Virginia to deliver this landmark renewable energy solution, hundreds of

jobs and signi�cant economic development,” PCC Metals President Steve Wright said of the $500 million investment.

“Our future facility is an outstanding opportunity to use clean energy as we invest in further strengthening our position

as a world leader in titanium metals.”

Image courtesy of  the O�ce of  the Governor Jim Justice

This announcement certainly isn’t the only

news coming out of the aerospace sector in

2022.

In June, Collins Aerospace opened a new

additive-manufacturing (AM) center in

Monroe, N.C. The facility includes two 3D

printers, with plans to add more. A month later

in July, the Charlotte, N.C.-based company

broke ground on a $14 million expansion of its

AM center in West Des Moines, Iowa. The

9,000-square-foot expansion will allow Collins

to make room for more 3D metal printers, in

addition to the three it already has on site.

Boeing is investing $5 million to help expand the Advanced Manufacturing Innovation Center in St. Louis (AMICSTL).

The new 130,000 square-foot advanced manufacturing facility will house workforce development programs, leading-

edge R&D, and prototyping/production capacity spanning multiple “vertical” capabilities, including aerospace. The

company also opened a new high-throughput small satellite production, integration and test facility in El Segundo, Calif.,

where Boeing and subsidiary Millennium Space Systems are applying advanced and additive manufacturing techniques,

including 3D printing, to offer faster cycle times while improving performance.

Image courtesy of  Collins Aerospace

Back in February, Airbus, Safran and Tikehau Ace Capital signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Eramet for the

acquisition of its subsidiary Aubert & Duval, a supplier of critical parts and materials for the aerospace industry. The

acquisition would allow Airbus and Safran to secure the strategic supply chain and new material development for

current and future civil and military aircraft and engine programs.

Airbus also signed a partnership agreement with CFM International, a 50/50 joint company between GE and Safran

Aircraft Engines, to collaborate on a hydrogen demonstration program. The program’s objective is to ground and �ight

test a direct combustion engine fueled by hydrogen. CFM will modify the combustor, fuel system and control system of

a GE Passport turbofan to run on hydrogen. The engine is assembled in the United States.

In August, Aerobraze Engineered Technologies Oklahoma City was awarded a �ve-year contract with the United States

Air Force (USAF). The contract includes the overhaul/remanufacture of F-15 �ghter aircraft tubular heat exchangers

and C-130 heat exchangers at the Tinker Air Force Base. Based in Oklahoma, Tinker Air Force Base is the headquarters

of the Air Force Materiel Command’s (AFMC) Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center (OC-ALC), which manages aircraft,

engines, missiles and more. In related news, the USAF awarded Aerobraze Engineered Technologies Oklahoma City a

�ve-year contract for the remanufacture of F-15 �ghter aircraft �n and plate heat exchangers at Mountain Home Air

Force Base in Idaho.

Several furnaces and 3D printers have been ordered in 2022 that will be used for aerospace applications.

SECO/WARWICK will supply a two-chamber vacuum melting and casting furnace to a company in the

aerospace industry. The furnace is designed with vertical loading to produce high-quality equiax castings.

According to SECO/WARWICK, this furnace is suited for the aerospace industry because it helps eliminate

problems related to the �nished quality of the cast parts.

Ipsen installed a vacuum furnace at Temprasud, a commercial heat treater in Fresagrandinaria, Italy. According

to Temprasud, the vacuum hardening and low-pressure carburizing furnace will increase its production

capacity. The furnace, which has a 1,764-pound (800-kg) load capacity, will allow the heat treater to expand

into the aerospace market.

Sciaky Inc., a subsidiary of Phillips Service Industries (PSI), will deliver what it says is the world’s largest

electron-beam directed energy deposition (DED) 3D printer to Turkish Aerospace Industries (TAI). The

customized electron-beam additive-manufacturing (EBAM) system is going to TAI’s Ankara plant, where it will

3D print some of the largest titanium aerostructures in the industry.

L&L Special Furnace Company Inc. shipped a large high-temperature box furnace to a Midwest plant starting

production on ceramic matrix parts that will be used in aerospace applications. The furnace, which has been

commissioned, is capable of reaching temperatures up to 3100°F (1700°C) under partial atmospheric

pressure.

Tech Castings LLC, a supplier of superalloy investment castings to the commercial and military gas turbine

engine markets, initiated a $4.5 million expansion at its Shirley, Ind., manufacturing facility. As part of the

expansion, the company ordered a vacuum precision investment-casting furnace from Consarc Corp. of

Rancocas, N.J. When completed, the expansion will more than double Tech Castings’ current capacity of

components for the aerospace industry.

Lockheed Martin is using Velo3D’s metal 3D printer at its Additive Design & Manufacturing Center, which

pilots new additive manufacturing technologies for production deployments in Lockheed Martin’s Space

division.

A high-pressure �uid cell press from

Quintus Technologies will boost

ef�ciencies and lower production costs

for Thailand’s Jinpao Precision Industry.

The Flexform press will be used for

forming aerospace parts for airplanes

and helicopters.

Image courtesy of

Quintus Technologies

This was just a brief sampling of some of the business- and equipment-related news from the aerospace industry thus

far in 2022. Visit www.industrialheating.com and subscribe to our enewsletters to keep up-to-date with the latest

industry happenings.

Bill Mayer

Editor

Phone: 248-833-7388

E-mail: bill@industrialheating.com
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WASHINGTON WATCH

Anything but a Do-Nothing Congress
Omar S. Nashashibi – The Franklin Partnership

There are few things that the U.S. Congress does better than nothing. And after being off to a slow start in 2021, Harry

Truman’s “do-nothing Congress” label af�xed in 1948 was quite apt for this 117th Congress.

President Biden was promising New Deal-type infrastructure and social spending legislation, harking back to the days

of President Franklin Roosevelt. After passing the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan Act in February 2021, a law many

believe contributed to in�ation, Democrats on Capitol Hill largely resorted to in�ghting as they watched their

president’s approval ratings fall.

In late 2021, however, Congress started its engines and passed a $1.2 trillion infrastructure law that is now starting to

send federal dollars around the country on the nation’s highways and other projects. In 2022, lawmakers passed a

postal reform bill, the �rst gun regulation in generations and, of course, renamed the occasional post of�ce.

Then this summer, in a bipartisan vote, the U.S. Congress sent President Biden the $280 billion CHIPS and Science Act,

a manufacturing bill focused on semiconductors and America’s supply-chain resiliency. That new law includes billions in

grants to U.S. businesses that recipients will begin seeing in early spring 2023. The new law has the possibility to

fundamentally alter the pathway for advanced manufacturing in the U.S. for the coming decade.

While the manufacturing bill received bipartisan support, the In�ation Reduction Act passed with only Democratic

votes and came with a price tag of $485 billion between its sending and tax incentives for industry and consumers. This

mislabeled law reshapes the climate-change and energy-policy landscape in Washington, providing billions in tax

promotions and grants to mobilize industry to embrace renewable energy sources and develop new technologies.

Politics aside, all businesses should contact a quali�ed CPA to identify which tax credits and deductions apply to their

facility – incentives being made available often for activities a company may already undertake. One example is the

advanced manufacturing production credit, which bene�ts companies manufacturing components for renewable energy

sources. The law also includes an energy-ef�cient commercial buildings deduction, clean electricity incentives, and

credits for clean hydrogen and nuclear projects.  

Now we pause for some math. $1,900,000,000 + $1,200,000,000 + $485,000,000 + $280,000,000 = a lot of

spending. This $3.865 trillion in federal government dollars will go out the door over the coming years and dwarfs the

$793 billion (in 2020 dollars) New Deal spending in 1933-1940 and the World War II Marshal Plan of $144 billion

combined.

Federal Government Spending:

Vepar5/iStock / Getty Images Plu via Getty Images

The narrative may not re�ect the reality, but this 117th U.S. Congress was among the busiest I’ve seen in my three

decades working in Washington, D.C. But that was then and this is now with an election day behind us and many

defeated members of Congress being forced to vote during this lame-duck session in which we �nd ourselves.

The U.S. House and Senate failed yet again on September 30 to pass legislation to fully fund the federal government

prior to the end of the �scal year. Not wanting to break tradition, this marked the 23rd consecutive year that Congress

failed to pass the spending bills, one of its few jobs prescribed in the Constitution.

Lawmakers left Washington, D.C. as expected for the campaign trail with 35 Senate races up for grabs and all 435 seats

in the U.S. House of Representatives in contention. This is nothing new. Every two years the jet fumes are quite pungent

in the weeks leading to an election.

What sets this year apart from others, however, is that we expect this lame-duck session to rank as possibly the most

active in a decade – even coming after a robust regular session for this Congress. As it sounds, the lame duck refers to

members of Congress, some defeated, returning to Washington, D.C. after an election to conclude the business of that

session. This can be a humbling time for those who lose their seats, as some of them will vacate their physical of�ces in

December yet still be expected to vote and participate in congressional activity.

A busy lame duck is not a testament to lawmakers’ work ethic but rather a window into legislation they failed to move in

the nearly two years prior.

Funding the federal government, possibly through a single omnibus spending bill, is likely to occur in December. While

the election outcome could derail those plans, companies reliant on federal contracts or funding for projects from

defense to job training will likely see resolution prior to the new year.  

In addition to federal spending, lawmakers could send bills to President Biden to reform the Electoral Count Act,

expedite federal energy permitting and codify same-sex marriage. Top of mind for many businesses is what Congress

will do about expired tax provisions.

On Jan. 1, 2022, the Research and Development Tax Credit changed from allowing companies to immediately expense

the R&D in that year to amortizing their costs over �ve years. Lobbyists are working to extend the R&D credit

retroactively and allow immediate expensing for all of 2022 and 2023, with a broader goal of including full expensing

through 2025. We do have a high con�dence of success for restoring the R&D credit, but we are also working on

restoring 163(j) deduction of business interest with depreciation and amortization.

Another area of concern for businesses is the pending phase-out of 100% expensing under bonus depreciation, which

is slated to drop to 80% beginning on Jan. 1, 2023. In addition to the tax extensions, we could also see trade language

covering China tariffs and a range of export and import areas of concern.

Even for many of us who follow Congress closely, the amount of work accomplished by lawmakers so far and the

balance left on the table is quite signi�cant. Regardless of your position on the spending and legislation, this 117th

Congress has been anything but “do-nothing” and is still on the hunt in the lame duck.

Omar S. Nashashibi

Founding Partner

The Franklin Partnership, LLC.

202-715-1264

omar@franklinpartnership.com

www.franklinpartnership.com
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TECHNICAL TALK

Temperature Uniformity
David Pye – Pye Metallurgical International Consulting

Temperature uniformity within a furnace can be de�ned as: “a uniform temperature set to operate within a speci�c

tolerance band to create conditions under which a �nal uniform resulting metallurgy will be accomplished in the treated

component.”

Your eyes can be a valuable resource in estimating the furnace temperature. Practice observing the color of the furnace

in relation to the generated signal/reading on the control instrument.

With practice, you can become very competent at estimating furnace temperature. It is not by the stretch of anyone’s

imagination as being entirely accurate, but it can be simply used as a guide to come within 40-50°F (4.5-10°C) of the

setpoint temperature.

I would now like to ask, “What does the thermocouple measure?” The immediate answer that comes to everyone’s mind

is that it measures the temperature of the furnace. However, that is incorrect! The thermocouple can ONLY measure

the temperature of the “measuring junction” of the thermocouple and nothing else.

Fig. 1. A simple schematic of the basic function of a thermocouple for heat-treatment temperature measurement

For those heat treaters who are not familiar with the requirements necessary for aerospace, I recommend starting with

ARP 1962 and AMS 2750. The basic thermocouple and temperature measuring device requirements will require a

minimum of two thermocouples: one for temperature control and one for over-temperature control. The over-

temperature control is simply to protect the furnace workload from an overshoot in temperature.

The temperature control that is desired, in reality, is at the component itself. When conducting a temperature

uniformity survey, the minimum requirement to establish the degree of temperature variance within the process

chamber is nine thermocouples.

Once you have de�ned the area, label the front door of the furnace with the dimensions and the locations of the

accurate temperature uniform zone within the process chamber. All work then must be processed within that de�ned

envelope.

Fig. 2. Schematic of a thermocouple temperature measuring system

Conduct the temperature uniformity survey (TUS) on the furnaces each week. Be sure to remember to conduct the TUS

anytime that a repair has been completed on the furnace. This includes:

Door seal replacement

Element repair (or replacement of a gas burner)

Refractory repairs

Thermocouple replacement

Remember to place the thermocouple as close to the workpiece or load without the thermocouple interfering with the

loading and unloading of the load or individual component. Also, be sure that you replace a thermocouple with the same

type of thermocouple as the one that is being replaced.

It is a very simple (but necessary) occurrence that the outside temperature of the component begins to heat, with the

core of the component coming up to the process component temperature.  

The general rule for estimating the desired soaking time for the component is one minute per inch of maximum cross

section at the desired setpoint temperature.

Air-circulation system repairs

Fig. 3. Nine-point thermocouple temperature

uniformity survey being prepared Fig. 4. Vacuum furnace temperature uniformity survey

Courtesy of VVS, a Division of Thermal Innovation Technology, Inc.

Image courtesy Rick Dettlinger from his video: https://youtu.be/uXQTHE4nxOU

Conclusion

As can be seen, the subject of temperature measurement and temperature uniformity is vital to the success of the heat-

treatment process for both ferrous and nonferrous metals. It is a critical item of concern for aerospace applications

since we are venturing into the realm of space travel. Heat treatment and metallurgical processing demand temperature

measurement and uniformity accuracy.

All �gures/graphics provided by the author, except where noted.

David Pye

Pye Metallurgical International Consulting

David Pye is a contributing writer. He can be contacted at 757-968-1007,

 pye_d@ymail.com or www.heat-treatment-metallurgy.com.
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EQUIPMENT NEWS

Box Furnace
L&L Special Furnace Company Inc. shipped a large high-

temperature box furnace to a Midwest plant starting production

on ceramic matrix parts that will be used in military and aerospace

applications. The furnace, which has been commissioned, has an

effective work zone of 32 inches wide x 30 inches high x 50 inches

deep and is capable of reaching temperatures up to 3100°F

(1700°C) under partial atmospheric pressure. There is also a

vacuum pump to help remove oxygen prior to beginning the

thermal cycle.

The front-loading box furnace is insulated with multilayer, high-

temperature insulation. The �oor is reinforced and includes a

composite hearth capable of supporting load weights up to 500

pounds. The furnace is heated with molybdenum disilicide

elements located on the side walls and back. It is controlled by a

Eurotherm program control with over-temperature protection and

includes a multi-pen chart recorder with 36 inputs to record

various temperatures, �ow rates and pressures.

The furnace has an afterburner or scrubber to remove any

contaminates prior to evacuation from the furnace.

Image courtesy of

L&L Special Furnace

Company Inc.

Customized Heat-Treat Furnace
A customized furnace from SECO/VACUUM, a SECO/WARWICK Group company, has been used to heat treat the

seventh and �nal module of the world’s largest superconducting magnet ever made. General Atomics �nished the �ve-

week heat-treating sequence on the last of the seven modules: six to be stacked together to form the most powerful

magnet ever built and one on standby for repairs. In order to convert the 3.7-mile-long (6-km-long) stainless-steel-

jacketed coil of niobium-tin conductors into superconductors, each of the 13-foot x 6.5-foot (4-meter x 2-meter) 110-

ton solenoid sections was heat treated for �ve weeks, exceeding 1202°F (650°C) at its peak.

The heat treatment served to alloy the niobium and tin strands together into Nb3Sn, which becomes a superconductor

when chilled with liquid helium to 4 Kelvin. No such heat-treating furnaces existed, so General Atomics turned to

SECO/VACUUM to build a custom heat-treating furnace large enough to �t these solenoids.

The superconducting magnet will serve as the heart of ITER, which is an international nuclear fusion research and

engineering project.

Direct-Fired Furnace
International technology group Andritz received an order from Turkey’s Tatmetal for a galvanizing furnace for a new

coating line that will produce hot-rolled and cold-rolled material. The line will provide hot-dip galvanized, coated �at

steel for the automotive, construction, energy and mechanical engineering industries. Start-up is scheduled for the �rst

quarter of 2024. Andritz’s scope of supply includes a direct-�red furnace (DFF), radiant-tube annealing and soaking

sections, and the after-pot cooling and post-treatment sections.

Andritz supplies a broad

portfolio of equipment,

systems, services and digital

solutions for several different

industries. The publicly listed

company operates over 280

locations in more than 40

countries. Tatmetal produces

hot-rolled, pickled, cold-rolled,

galvanized and painted �at steel

under the Tatçelik brand. Image courtesy of  Andritz

Forging Machines
Perryman Company, a titanium producer based in

Houston, Pa., placed an order with SMS group for

the supply of two forging machines. The order

includes a 40/45 MN high-speed open-die forging

press in the pull-down design and an SMX 500/15

MN hydraulic radial forging machine with two

forging manipulators. Perryman also ordered a

production control system for the entire forging

line. The open-die forging press will be used to

forge cast titanium billets to the required size so

that, in the next step, they can be �nish-forged in

the radial forging machine to produce bars (round,

square or �at) up to a maximum length of 550

inches (14,000 mm).

By making this investment, Perryman is able to

expand its production processes and extend its

forged product portfolio. The forging line is

scheduled to go on stream in the �rst quarter of

2024.

ADVERTISEMENT

Power Supplies Used in Brazing Operation
Magnetic Specialties Inc. shipped and commissioned two power supplies used in a

continuous brazing furnace by a tool manufacturing company. The new power

supplies, rated 125 kW and 100 kW, were designed as direct replacements for a pair

of existing, obsolete power supplies that continuously failed. The brazing furnace

has silicon-carbide heating elements, which increase in resistance as they age. To

compensate for this, the output transformers feature a tapped secondary winding.

These taps are connected to a rotary tap switch for easy tap changing. As the

elements age, the tool manufacturer can select a higher output voltage range via the

tap switch. They will use the metering feedback to know when the tap needs to be

changed.

According to Magnetic Specialties, the new power supplies reduce furnace

downtime and provide tighter regulation of the furnace temperature, which delivers

more consistent quality of the brazed parts.
Image courtesy of

Magnetic Specialties

Inc.

Nitriding System
P.W.P.T. Posteor purchased a turnkey nitriding system from Nitrex for its manufacturing plant in Elbląg, Poland. The

company previously outsourced the nitriding of stainless steel power-generation parts to a commercial heat treater

before deciding to move this part of the operation in-house and manage its production independently. The pit-type

furnace will be used for nitriding steam turbine components made of ST12T stainless steel.

The furnace is equipped with all available technologies for NITREG nitriding, NITREG-C nitrocarburizing and ONC in-

process oxidation. It also complies with AMS 2750F, AMS 2759/6, ASM 2759/10 and AMS 2759/12. According to

Nitrex, the turnkey system also includes remote access software, an INS neutralizer for a clean and environment-

friendly process and a custom HMI for the end user.
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BUSINESS NEWS

West Virginia Facility to Manufacture Titanium Products for Aerospace Industry
West Virginia Governor Jim Justice announced that BHE Renewables, a Berkshire Hathaway Energy business, entered

into an agreement with the State of West Virginia to purchase more than 2,000 acres of land in Ravenswood, W.V., to

be developed as a �rst-of-its-kind renewable-energy microgrid-powered industrial site. Precision Castparts Corp.

(PCC), a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. business, will be the �rst company to locate on the site and will develop a titanium

melting facility that will use 100% renewable energy to manufacture titanium products for the aerospace industry.

“Our future facility is an outstanding opportunity to use clean energy as we invest in further strengthening our position

as a world leader in titanium metals. Manufacturing our products with 100% renewable energy bene�ts PCC and our

customers as we strive to minimize the impact of our operations and wisely use natural resources,” PCC Metals

President Steve Wright said.

Courtesy of  the O�ce of  the Governor Jim Justice

Nucor Investing, Creating Jobs at South Carolina Facility
Nucor Corp. will build a galvanizing line at Nucor Steel Berkeley in South Carolina to support the company’s strategy to

expand its capabilities and grow participation in the automotive market. The $425 million investment will create more

than 50 new full-time jobs, and start-up is expected in mid-2025. The galvanizing line will have an annual capacity of

approximately 500,000 tons and will be able to produce galvanized steel up to 72 inches wide. Nucor Steel Berkeley

also recently announced a �ve-year, $200 million modernization project that included building an air-separation unit to

supply industrial gases for the mill’s steelmaking operations.

“The new Berkeley line will complement our recent galvanizing expansions at our Hickman and Gallatin operations and

will be our eighth wholly owned galvanizing line,” said Leon Topalian, chair, president and CEO of Nucor.

CMC Expands in Western U.S.
Commercial Metals Company (CMC) acquired Advanced Steel Recovery (ASR), a supplier of recycled ferrous metals

based in Southern California, as part of its strategic expansion in the western United States. ASR’s primary operations

include processing and brokering capabilities that ef�ciently source material for sale into both the domestic and export

markets. ASR handles approximately 300,000 tons of scrap annually across its processing, industrial collection and

brokerage platforms.

“Our Arizona 2 micro-mill remains on track to start up in early calendar 2023, and with the commencement of

operations will come the need for a secure, cost-effective supply of ferrous scrap,” said Barbara Smith, CMC chairman

of the board, president and CEO. “ASR’s capabilities will help ensure that both of CMC’s mills in Arizona will have

continued reliable access to vital raw materials.”

CMC and its subsidiaries manufacture, recycle and fabricate steel and metal products and provide related materials and

services through a network of facilities that includes seven electric-arc furnace (EAF) mini-mills and two EAF micro-

mills.

GM to Invest Millions in Ohio, Indiana Facilities
General Motors Co. (GM) will invest $760 million at its Toledo, Ohio, propulsion manufacturing operations to prepare

the facility for production of drive units that will be used in future Ultium-based battery electric trucks, including the

Chevrolet Silverado EV, GMC Sierra EV and GMC Hummer EVs. Toledo Propulsion Systems will be GM’s �rst U.S.

powertrain or propulsion-related manufacturing facility transformed for EV-related production. Once the plant is

converted, it will produce GM’s family of EV drive units, which convert electric power from the battery pack to

mechanical motion at the wheels. GM’s EV drive units will cover front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive and all-wheel drive

propulsion combinations.

In related news, GM will invest $491 million at its Marion, Ind., metal stamping operations to prepare the facility to

produce a variety of steel- and aluminum-stamped parts for future products, including EVs, built at multiple GM

assembly plants. The investment will be used to purchase and install two new press lines, complete press and die

upgrades, and to construct an approximately 6,000-square-foot addition. Work on the facility will begin by the end of

2022.

$1.6 Billion Battery Manufacturing Facility to Create 2,000 Jobs in Michigan
Our Next Energy (ONE) will invest $1.6 billion to build its �rst-ever battery manufacturing campus in Wayne County,

Mich.  According to a press release from Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer, the facility will be one of the few

wholly U.S.-owned manufacturers of both LFP and anode-free cells. The 659,589-square-foot gigafactory, which the

company has dubbed ONE Circle, will create 2,112 new jobs. The campus plans to scale to 20 GWh capacity within �ve

years, and will include raw-material re�nement, cathode materials production, and cell and battery manufacturing.  

ONE is a Novi, Mich.-headquartered energy-storage company founded with a goal to double the distance electric

vehicles can travel using safer, more sustainable materials. ONE Circle will be its �rst cell and EV battery pack

gigafactory. The company will use a newly developed cell factory model in this project, with an emphasis on developing

a North American raw-material supply chain and a co-located material re�nement strategy.

Micron to Invest $100 Billion to Build Semiconductor Fabrication Facility in New York
Micron Technology Inc. plans to build what it says will be the largest semiconductor fabrication facility in the history of

the United States. The company intends to invest up to $100 billion over the next 20-plus years to construct a new

megafab in Clay, N.Y., with the �rst-phase investment of $20 billion planned by the end of this decade. The project will

create nearly 50,000 New York jobs, including approximately 9,000 Micron jobs. Site preparation work will start in

2023, construction will begin in 2024 and production output will ramp in the latter half of the decade.

Micron’s investment in Onondaga County will complement its previously announced high-volume manufacturing fab in

Boise, Idaho. The site could eventually include four 600,000-square-foot cleanrooms, for a total of 2.4 million square

feet of cleanroom space – the size of approximately 40 U.S. football �elds. Micron’s New York megafab is part of its

strategy to gradually increase American-made DRAM production to 40% of the company’s global output over the next

decade.

Air Products to Build Green Hydrogen Production Facility
Air Products plans to invest approximately $500 million to build, own and operate a 35-metric-ton/day facility to

produce green liquid hydrogen at a green�eld site in Massena, N.Y. Commercial operation of this facility is targeted to

begin in 2026-2027. Air Products has determined that the market demand warrants the investment in the project,

which is expected to create 90 jobs. Further to this proposed facility announcement, Air Products is also investigating

the feasibility of establishing a hydrogen fueling station network in the northeast region of the U.S. The company has

already announced plans to convert its global �eet of approximately 2,000 trucks to hydrogen fuel cell zero-emission

vehicles.

The low-carbon-intensity liquid hydrogen product from the facility is expected to be sold to the mobility market in New

York State as well as other potential northeast industrial markets. If all the hydrogen is used for the heavy-duty truck

market, future climate bene�ts over the project’s lifetime would include avoiding more than 6 million metric tons of

carbon dioxide (CO2), which is equivalent to the emissions from over 600 million gallons of diesel used in heavy-duty

trucks.   

This project supports New York State's goal of becoming a Regional Clean Energy Hydrogen Hub, as announced by

Governor Kathy Hochul in March 2022.

Rudnev Receives William Hunt Eisenman Award
The ASM International Board of Trustees named award

program recipients for 2022. The awards program

recognizes achievements of members of the materials

science and engineering community.

Dr. Valery Rudnev, FASM, received the William Hunt

Eisenman Award. Rudnev, retired Director of Science and

Technology for Inductoheat Inc. in Madison Heights, Mich.,

was awarded “for dedicated service to the global materials

science community, leadership, development and

promotion of induction heating and heat-treating

technologies and novel technologies.”

The award, which was established in 1960 in memory of a

founding member of ASM, recognizes unusual

achievements in industry in the practical application of

materials science and engineering through production or

engineering use.

Dr. Rudnev, known by many as “Professor Induction,” has been a frequent contributor to Industrial Heating, publishing

more than 30 articles in both Industrial Heating and FORGE since 1995. His most recent article, “Computer Modeling,

Induction Heat Treating are Here to Stay,” can be found here. His feature “Hybrid Heating: Induction + Gas Furnace vs.

Gas Furnace + Induction” was published in 2018 in FORGE. Click here to see all of Dr. Rudnev’s articles in Industrial

Heating and click here to see his features in FORGE.

In 2017, the International Federation for Heat Treatment and Surface Engineering (IFHTSE), elected Dr. Rudnev as a

Fellow for “his preeminence in induction heat treating and modeling of the induction heat treating process.” A Fellow of

IFHTSE is an individual who has made outstanding, globally recognized and signi�cant contributions to the

development of heat treatment and surface engineering. Dr. Rudnev has also served as Chairman of the Technical

Committee of the Forging Industry Association (2013-2016), a member of the ASM Handbook Committee (2014-

2020) and a member of ASM’s Heat Treating Society R&D Committee (2012-2021). In 2019, he was named Woodside

Memorial Lecturer at the Detroit Chapter of ASM.

During his career, Dr. Rudnev authored and co-authored numerous chapters and articles for many handbooks devoted

to various aspects of induction heating, heat treating, computer modeling and innovative process development. He also

has more than 60 patents and inventions (U.S. and International).

Dr. Rudnev retired in October 2021.
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CERAMICS & REFRACTORIES/INSULATION

Fig. 1. To gain earlier access to kilns and to increase safety and productivity, some facilities employ heavy-duty,
remote-controlled demolition robots for descaling and debricking applications.

Revolutionizing Refractory Maintenance
Lars Lindgren – Brokk Inc.; Monroe, Wash.

Heather Harding – Bricking Solutions; Monroe, Wash.

Refractory maintenance, though vital, can often be a logistical and �nancial burden. This is especially true for large
facilities that rely on kilns, coolers, preheater towers and risers for day-to-day operation. These facilities stand to
lose upward of $50,000 a day in production if their refractory can’t stand up to the heat.

To avoid unnecessary production loss, most facilities take on large-scale refractory removal and re-installation during

annual maintenance shutdowns. Managers know how quickly these precious weeks �y by with crews struggling to

complete as many maintenance tasks as possible. Establishing an ef�cient refractory removal and installation process is

important for maximizing productivity during these cycles, which is why many facilities employ innovative, specialized

equipment that increases safety and minimizes downtime during refractory maintenance. From robotic removal to fast,

ergonomic installation, here’s how facilities around the world are increasing refractory maintenance ef�ciency.

Demolition Robots
With their position at the heart of the cement process, rotary kilns present a signi�cant challenge to maintenance

timelines when it comes to removing and re-installing refractory. Getting kilns up and running quickly is important to

restarting production, but long cool-down times mean crews can’t even start descaling until well into shutdown. In

addition, descaling and debricking have traditionally relied on large crews with hand tools such as jackhammers. This

removal method comes with a number of drawbacks, including low productivity and increased risk of injury from

equipment or falling debris.

To gain earlier access to kilns and to increase safety and productivity, some cement facilities employ heavy-duty,

remote-controlled demolition robots for descaling and debricking applications. These ruggedly designed machines can

withstand extreme temperatures, allowing facilities to begin descaling operations earlier than with any other method.

The operator remains outside the kiln, away from the heat and the risk of falling debris.

Demolition robots also offer an unbeatable power-to-weight ratio, with the most innovative models performing on par

with machines three times their size. Those in the 3,500- to 8,000-pound range can safely drive across the cooler using

the facility’s kiln access ramp – like skid steers or other support equipment – and aren’t heavy enough to cause damage

to the kiln shell. Despite their compact size, some models can deliver up to 855 joules of hitting power at 550-1,250

blows per minute.

Top-tier demolition robots feature an innovative three-part arm, which requires less height to extend compared to a

mini-excavator with monoboom – only 72-84 inches in most cases. This is ideal for work in kilns and other con�ned

spaces. With a vertical reach of 15.8-21 feet and a horizontal reach of 14.4-20 feet, cement facilities are able to �t the

demolition robot to their speci�c kiln.

For one independent refractory contractor, adding a demolition

robot to its crew signi�cantly reduced overhead while increasing

tear-out productivity. Relying on the robot’s remote operation, the

company virtually eliminated falling debris injuries, which resulted

in a reduced experience modi�cation rate (EMR) and lower

insurance premiums. The contractor also reduced crew size for

descaling and debricking by 75% while achieving removal rates up

to 33 feet per hour. Reallocated crew members were then able to

increase productivity on other tasks, leading to a boost in overall

ef�ciency.  

Kilns aren’t the only place robotic demolition is increasing

productivity and safety for refractory removal. This method has

also been applied to coolers and feed shelves. In addition,

equipment manufacturers recently developed a robotic solution

for descaling in preheater towers.

Like kilns, traditional refractory removal in these vessels often

involves handheld tools. However, preheater towers have an

additional challenge – their vertical orientation. This requires

crews to perform handheld breaking from scaffolding, resulting in

long setup times, low productivity and dif�cult working conditions.

Erecting the scaffolding system means a slow start to maintenance

– once temperatures cool enough for crews to enter at all. More

importantly, vessel design results in workers removing hundreds of

tons of overhead refractory, making the process not only

physically draining but extremely dangerous.

Fig. 2. The descaler demolition robot eliminates

the need to have crews removing overhead

refractory and can save facilities well over 100

hours in preheater tower applications.

A specially adapted demolition robot removes these hurdles, requiring zero physical contact and saving crews well over

100 hours in certain situations. The unit features a highly maneuverable three-part arm featured on some demolition

robots. This is attached to the end of a platform-mounted telescopic boom. The boom is extendable by up to two

sections, allowing for descaling in vessels up to 31.2 feet (9.5 meters) in diameter. Personnel never need to enter the

tower thanks to remote-controlled operation, eliminating the risk of falling debris, silica dust and other con�ned-space

hazards.

The descaler demolition robot can be set up in less than three hours depending on preheater tower speci�cations,

saving facilities considerable time and resources compared to scaffolding. Because it is based on a heavy-duty

demolition design, the descaler robot can also stand up to much hotter temperatures. This allows facilities to begin tear-

out operations when the ambient temperature reaches 176°F (80°C), advancing their maintenance timeline

signi�cantly.  

Fig. 3. Hydrodemolition allows facilities to keep crews out of the most dangerous situations through remote-

controlled operation.

Hydrodemolition Robots
Hydrodemolition robots provide another ef�ciency-enhancing solution for refractory removal in tight spaces such as

risers and transfer lines. This method uses high-pressure water jets to break up refractory materials without damaging

embedded V-anchors, hex mesh or the steel mounting surface, resulting in faster, more cost-ef�cient maintenance.

Employing hydrodemolition allows facilities to keep crews out of the most dangerous situations through remote-

controlled operation. Compact, highly versatile hydrodemolition robots can access con�ned spaces, with some units

able to operate just 14 inches from the surface to be demolished. This water-based removal method eliminates silica

dust while leaving a cleaner surface that doesn’t require additional sand blasting or power washing. This not only

increases safety, it eliminates a step to accelerate maintenance timelines.

Fig. 4. Bricking machines with a dual arch offer increased productivity by permitting installation of a second ring of

bricks while the �rst is being keyed.

Hydrodemolition robots also provide a signi�cant productivity boost compared to hand-removal methods. At 18,000

psi, hydrodemolition equipment can provide 100 times the productivity of handheld equipment, removing 9.5 cubic feet

of refractory per hour compared to just 0.1 cubic foot with a 15-pound pneumatic hammer. This productivity, paired

with the robot’s ability to work on vertical, horizontal, overhead and curved surfaces without tiring, means facilities can

make signi�cant gains during refractory removal for a faster return to operation.

To maximize hydrodemolition productivity and overall versatility, many facilities and independent contractors partner

with equipment manufacturers to provide solutions tailored to their unique needs. There are several hydrodemolition

options available for refractory removal, but not all provide the same level of control and productivity. One important

variable that can lead to gaps in ef�ciency is the distance between the nozzle and the refractory surface.

Simple automated setups, such as those used in risers that feature a rotating nozzle and stabilizing ring, might have

several inches between the nozzle and the refractory surface. This distance results in a signi�cant loss in power by the

time the water reaches its mark, causing operators to compensate with a higher �ow rate. A robotic system operating

within 0.5 inches of the refractory surface, on the other hand, doesn’t suffer this loss of power, creating better removal

rates per pump hour and better fuel and water ef�ciency. This type of system also allows the operator to set

parameters, including the lance speed and angles, to optimize ef�ciency.

Refractory Installation
Increasing ef�ciency for removal is only half of the equation. To get production up and running again quickly, facilities

also need to maximize productivity during refractory installation. Unlike removal, there is no high-tech replacement for

a master mason, meaning installation can only move as fast as bricking crews. Most masons employ a bricking machine

in rotary kiln applications, which offers increased productivity and better ergonomics for fast, high-quality refractory

installation.

Ef�ciency starts with bricking machine setup. Those constructed of strong yet lightweight modular aluminum

components are easy to maneuver into the kiln and can be assembled in just 60-90 minutes by an experienced crew.

Steel models might take 6-8 hours and require additional support equipment. Modern bricking machines feature a

pneumatic arch that raises bricks into place against the kiln shell and holds them there, eliminating the more physical

aspects of traditional refractory installation. In addition, the pneumatic arch system provides results that can extend the

longevity of refractory by as much as 25%.

Bricking machines with a dual arch further increase productivity by permitting a second ring of bricks to be installed

while the �rst is being keyed. This design features a cutaway section at the front of the arch that provides an

unobstructed area to place key bricks. Machines without this feature force installers to try to �nd other ways to reach

around the arch, reducing installation speed and, in some cases, quality.

Fig. 5. Custom-designed suspended platforms are being used by industrial facilities as a solution for brick and spray

refractory installation in lime kilns, precalciners, cyclones, ISAMELT furnaces and preheater towers.

Bricking machines from leading manufacturers allow masons to tailor equipment to �t the kiln and their particular

process for a more comfortable experience. Machines are available in a variety of sizes. Recently, a stair-stepped deck

design was released that allows support equipment, such as skid steers, to drive under the machine for more ef�cient

brick management.

Specialized equipment can also make maintenance more ef�cient in vertical vessels. Custom-designed suspended

platforms are being used by cement and other facilities as a solution for brick and spray refractory installation in lime

kilns, precalciners, cyclones, ISAMELT furnaces and preheater towers. These lightweight metal platforms are erected

inside the vessel and raised or lowered using manual or electric hoists for hassle-free maintenance and relining

applications. Suspended platforms eliminate the need for complex scaffolding systems. Those featuring a modular

design and pin-together construction can be set up in as little as two hours.

Suspended platforms also provide ample surface area and capacity for personnel, tools and materials such as refractory

brick and gunning equipment. Therefore, refractory installation can progress faster since there’s no need to hoist

supplies up and down. This also reduces the physical strain on workers and the risk of falls, resulting in a safer work

environment and decreased overhead.

Conclusion
When it comes to refractory maintenance, what comes down must also go back up before the job can be considered

complete. Increasing ef�ciency throughout the process means facilities can start up production that much quicker.

Working with specialized equipment can greatly increase productivity, safety and overall quality of refractory

maintenance. Whether it’s a robotic solution for removal, a custom-designed platform or bricking machine for

installation or a combination of both, industrial facilities can revolutionize refractory maintenance by investing in the

right tools.

For more information: Lars Lindgren is president of Brokk Inc. He

can be reached at lars@brokkinc.com or 800-621-7856. Heather

Harding is managing director at Bricking Solutions. She can be

reached at heather@brickingsolutions.com or 360-794-1277.

All graphics provided by the authors.
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Improved Cooling Rates in
Fluidized-Bed Systems
Andreas Guderjahn – Schwing Technologies GmbH; Neukirchen-Vluyn, GERMANY

During the past few decades, �uidized-bed technology has not lost any of its importance for heat-treatment

applications in terms of quality and has even become indispensable in some application niches due to its special

properties.

The functioning principle (Fig. 1) of �uidized-bed

heat-treatment systems from Schwing

Technologies is based on patented Schwing

�uidized-bed technology, where �ne-grain

aluminum oxide is �uidized with air or inert gas

in a process chamber. The �uidized bed

generated conducts heat extremely well and

possesses enormous heat capacity because of its

mass.

The heat-treatment systems are heated

indirectly via electric heaters or gas burners and

can be used over a large temperature range up to

1922°F (1050°C). Metal tools or components

can be easily immersed in the �uidized bed, and

in the shortest amount of time they can be

preheated, annealed, nitrided, nitrocarburized,

tempered, quenched or quenched and tempered

with the desired atmosphere and temperature.

Fig. 1. Functioning principle of the �uidized-bed heat-treatment

system

Advantages of Fluidized-Bed Technology
Interruptions, changeovers or changes of the treatment process and the atmosphere from thermochemical to inert are

possible at any time and within only 2-3 minutes. The temperature accuracy during soaking, dwelling and heat-up and

quenching ensures the non-warping treatment of the batches introduced. In addition, the excellent temperature

uniformity is keeping stress in the treated parts at a very minimum, which addresses the major disadvantages of liquid

quench media and high-pressure gas-quench systems. Quick and uniform heating makes standby heating obsolete.

Facilities using this technology operate completely without waste.

Optimization of Cooling in the Fluidized Bed
As with many other technologies, there is sometimes a need for optimization in special application areas. One

requirement that came from the market was to increase cooling rates. Among other things, alternatives to austempering

in salt bath were sought, as well as alternatives to liquid quenching media such as oil or polymer for advanced-

manufactured metal parts. The main aspects were environmental compatibility and the reduction or avoidance of

cleaning post-treatments.  

R&D Project
The optimization of the cooling effect in �uidized bed was carried out as part of a research-and-development project of

Schwing Technologies, PEER Energy and the Center for Heat Treating Excellence at Worcester Polytechnic Institute

(WPI) in Worcester, Mass. The focus was on austempering.

Due to the required comparability, standardized methods and samples were used. Several preliminary tests for probing

the �uidization gases and bath media and all heat-treatment trials were performed at Schwing Technologies’ technical

center. Metallographic examinations and material tests were carried out by WPI. This article concentrates on the third

test series at Schwing Technologies for AISI 5160, where the optimization goal was achieved.

First, the current status of the cooling effect of common �uidized-bath systems had to be determined in comparison

with other technologies and media. Standard parameters for the equipment, usual �uidization gases (air and nitrogen)

and a common aluminum oxide for heat-treatment applications were chosen as starting point.

Austempering is a heat-treatment process based on the isothermal transformation of austenite to bainite, which forms

in the temperature range between pearlite and martensite. To form the bainite, the cooling rate needs to be fast enough

to avoid the formation of pearlite at higher temperature (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Cooling rates under different conditions in a �uidized bed compared to salt bath

Then two austempering trials were conducted on AISI 5160 using �uidized bed with different �uidization gases and

bath media. The �rst trial was performed with Al2O3 and the second with a so-called B4Q as bath medium. Both trials

didn’t make the full bainite due to the slow cooling rates. With a new bath medium (called G4Q) and a special

�uidization gas, the cooling rates were signi�cantly better than the cooling rates with Al2O3 and standard gases,

especially in the temperature range of 932-1472°F (500-800°C), which can be seen in Fig. 2. Therefore, it was decided

to conduct the third austempering trial using the new �uidized-bed bath medium G4Q.

Fig. 3. Typical sample used for the austempering trials

compared to a quarter

The samples were austenitized in a �uidized-bed

furnace at 1562°F (850°C) for 30 minutes, then

austempered in another �uidized-bed furnace at

600°F (315°C) for 1, 2, 5, 30 and 90 minutes,

respectively. They were then taken out from the

furnace and cooled in air to room temperature.

These samples, prepared by WPI, are disks 1.125

inches in diameter and 0.5 inch thick (Fig. 3). The

austempered samples were shipped back to WPI

for characterization, including Rockwell hardness

measurement, Vickers microhardness line scan,

XRD analysis, and optical and SEM

microstructure analysis.  

Figure 4 shows the Rockwell hardness of the austempered samples from the third �uidized-bed trial, which are

compared with the Rockwell hardness of samples austempered in salt bath at the same temperature. It can be seen that

the hardness data are very close for 30 minutes and 90 minutes austempering holding time samples. The hardness of

austempered samples from the �rst and second trials are also shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the hardness of 90

minutes austempering holding time samples from both the �rst and second trials are lower than the hardness of the

sample from the third trial with same austempering holding time.

Fig. 4. Rockwell hardness comparison of salt-bath and �uidized-bed austempered samples

The samples were cut, mounted and polished for the Vickers microhardness measurements by a Wilson VH3300

(0.5kgf). The Vickers microhardness line scan was conducted on the cross section of these samples from surface to the

core. The results are shown in Fig. 5, with calculated average microhardness and standard deviation. It can be seen that

the microhardness is uniform in each sample. The Vickers microhardness decreases with the austempering time

increasing, which is in good agreement with the Rockwell hardness measurement results.

Fig. 5. Vickers microhardness line scan of the samples from the third trial with G4Q bath medium

The samples were cut, mounted, polished and etched by 4 vol.% Nital for the microstructure analysis on the sample

cross section by optical and scanning electron microscope (SEM). The optical and SEM micrographs are shown in Fig. 6,

with optical ones on the left side and SEM ones on the right side. It can be seen that the bainite percentage increases

with the austempering holding time increasing. The microstructure of the sample with 30 minutes austempering holding

time (Fig. 6d) is similar to the microstructure of the sample with 90 minutes austempering holding time (Fig. 6 e), which

shows the formation of the full bainite.

Fig. 6. Optical and SEM micrographs of 1 minute (a), 2 minutes (b), 5 minutes (c), 30 minutes (d) and 90 minutes (e)

austempered samples from the third �uidized-bed trial on cross section. The optical micrograph is on the left, and

the SEM micrograph is on the right.

The XRD analysis was also carried out on these as-polished austempered samples. The XRD patterns are shown in Fig.

7. Both bcc (α) and fcc (γ) are identi�ed for the austempered samples with 1, 2 and 5 minutes austempering holding

time, while only bcc (α) was identi�ed for the sample with 30 and 90 minutes austempering holding time. The fcc is

retained austenite, and the bcc is bainitic ferrite plus martensite. Therefore, the XRD analysis shows that the full bainite

forms in the samples with 30 and 90 minutes austempering holding time, which is in good agreement with the hardness

measurement and microstructure analysis.

Fig. 7. XRD patterns for 1 minute (red), 2 minutes (blue), 5 minutes (green), 30 minutes (purple) and 90 minutes

(brown) austempered samples from third trial with G4Q.

The SEM micrographs of the samples with 90 minutes austempering holding time from the second and third �uidized-

bed austempering trials are compared in Fig. 8. With high magni�cation, the pearlite can be seen in the sample from the

second trial (Fig. 8 a), while the full bainite forms in the sample from the third trial (Fig. 8b).

Fig. 8. SEM micrographs of the samples from the second (a) and third (b) trials with 90 minutes austempering holding

time.

Conclusion
The trials have shown that with optimized parameters in a �uidized-bed system, which are mainly a special gas and the

new bath medium G4Q, almost the same cooling rates can be achieved as in a salt bath. The required cooling effect for

100% austempering of AISI 5160 was fully achieved. This could be proven by metallographic investigations and

mechanical material testing.

Fluidized-bed systems from Schwing Technologies now offer an excellent alternative to salt bath for this application. For

many other conventional applications, as well as for innovative processes such as the additive manufacturing of metal

parts, �uidized-bed systems offer a very good alternative for cooling and quenching. They come with all advantages of

salt bath but without its negative environmental impacts, and they can also beat any high-pressure gas-quenching

process with respect to temperature uniformity during the actual quenching process. As a result, the treated parts can

uniformly transform and keep stresses at a minimum.

For more information: Andreas Guderjahn is a sales engineer and heat-

treatment expert at Schwing Technologies GmbH in Germany. He can be

reached at a.guderjahn@schwing-tech.com or +49 2845 930 178.

All graphics provided by the author, except where noted.
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Four Low-Cost Suggestions for Boosting
Furnace E�ciency
Ron Heintskill – George T. Hall Co.; Anaheim, Calif.

Taking these four preventive measures brings uniformity and reliability to heat-treat processes.

Today’s manufacturers are feeling the pressure of increasing costs in a variety of ways – from more expensive raw

materials to rising energy prices to higher costs to maintaining aging equipment. When these pressures are coupled

with other global factors, such as supply-chain delays and labor shortages that impact operations, most manufacturers

need to get more out of their existing equipment. This is especially true for manufacturers that rely on energy-intensive

heat treatment as part of their processes.

This article offers four fairly simple recommendations to improve productivity, energy usage and pro�tability that

involve tweaking sources of minor inef�ciencies rather than investing in projects that require signi�cant capital

expenditure.

Recommendation 1: Improving Fuel-to-Air

Ratio
When thinking about ways to improve fuel-to-air ratio,

let’s �rst look at one of most important, yet frequently

neglected, components of a fuel-�red heat-treat

furnace’s combustion system: the combustion blower

and its �lter. Most people know that their home heating

and cooling system has a �lter that should be replaced

regularly to continue operating ef�ciently. In the

industrial workplace, however, the combustion blower’s

�lter is often forgotten.

This is a problem because a dirty combustion blower

�lter can cause the entire furnace to heat inconsistently

and inef�ciently – using more energy, producing more

emissions and, ultimately, impacting pro�tability (Fig. 1).

Therefore, routinely checking and cleaning this �lter

should be a priority item on your preventive

maintenance list.

Fig. 1. A dirty combustion blower �lter can cause the

entire furnace to heat inconsistently and inef�ciently,

using more energy, producing more emissions and,

ultimately, impacting pro�tability.

To alleviate the issue of neglecting this maintenance item, you can systemize when to perform a �lter check. This can be

done by installing a pressure differential switch from the blower inlet to the blower outlet and electrically wiring the

switch so that it provides a noti�cation, or “dirty �lter alarm,” when a drop in air volume occurs and impacts burner

operations.

To create the setpoint for your “dirty �lter alarm,” install a clean �lter and operate your burner system at maximum

input. Next, using a piece of paper, slowly restrict the air�ow through the �lter until you see a degradation in burner

performance. Just prior to that point of degradation in burner performance, set your pressure switch to initiate the

“dirty �lter alarm.” When this alarm is triggered, it will signal your maintenance team to perform the required �lter

cleaning or replacement, keeping your burner system operating as designed.

Another way to improve your system’s fuel-to-air ratio is to consider replacing the traditional butter�y control valves

connected to actuators via mechanical linkage with new-style, direct-coupled adjustable port valves. By eliminating the

mechanical linkage, you can remove the hysteresis component from the control equation, resulting in increased

repeatability. The adjustable port valve will also allow for linearized �ow and easier tuning.

In addition, many burner systems today are still using back-loaded gas regulators, zero governors, bleed blocks and

ratio regulators. These systems can be cost-effectively upgraded to use electronic parallel positioning or metered

control schemes, which will provide better fuel-to-air ratio control and reduce operational maintenance costs.

Recommendation 2: Creating Temperature Control Uniformity
Another easy-to-�x source of inef�ciency in many heat-treat systems is the actual position of the control thermocouple

in the furnace that is used as the sensing point for temperature control. If a temperature uniformity survey (TUS)

reveals that the temperature is not correct at the load, many technicians – rather than address the problem directly –

will bias the temperature control to create an offset and get uniformity at the load. Doing this does not address the root

cause of the problem, which is improper thermocouple location.

Fig. 2. When the correct thermocouple location

is determined, the need to introduce an offset

or bias will be minimized and/or eliminated and

the resulting repeatable uniformity of the

furnace will lead to more ef�ciency.

To start the process of determining the best location for the

thermocouple, insert two or three test thermocouples into the

furnace, connect the thermocouples to a temperature recorder and

run another TUS. Then monitor the test thermocouples to

determine which one best represents your target setpoint.

Next, remove any bias from the temperature controller and

temporarily connect the thermocouple that displays the closest

temperature to the target setpoint. Then run another TUS using this

thermocouple as the control reference for your setpoint. When you

�nd the correct thermocouple location, the need to introduce an

offset or bias will be minimized and/or eliminated in most cases, and

you will now have repeatable uniformity in your furnace, which will

lead to more ef�ciency (Fig. 2).

Additionally, if you need to operate your furnace at a variety of

temperatures for different products, it may be more ef�cient to

have multiple thermocouples installed at various locations. By doing

this, you can modify your control system to select the appropriate

control thermocouple for the load being run, further improving

repeatability, uniformity and ef�ciency.

Recommendation 3: Tuning Pressure Control
It is important to have proper pressure inside a heat-treat furnace, which means keeping the pressure inside the furnace

as close to neutral as possible, or +0.01 inch as measured on a water column. This means there can be very little

in�ltration of air into the furnace. To ensure proper pressure is maintained, there are a couple of things that should be

monitored.

First, ensure that the �ue is properly sized and that the location of the �ue is accurate based on the type of furnace

being used. For example, if the burners are mounted high on the furnace walls, the �ue should be close to the �oor to

draw the hot gases down to the bottom.

When thinking about the position of the �ue, it is also important to consider whether you have converted (or will

convert) from standard burners to low-NOx burners to comply with newer environmental regulations. When a furnace

is converted to use low-NOx burners, there is usually an increase in the volume of excess air being pushed through the

burner to lower the �ame temperature and reduce the NOx emissions. The additional air volume passing through the

furnace can increase furnace pressure, which means you will need to recalculate the �ue area to con�rm that it can

handle the increase in excess air and make adjustments accordingly.

The next thing to look at is the location where the pressure tap enters the furnace to control the pressure. In general,

the location of the pressure tap should be dependent on the material processed in the furnace, the location of the

burners and/or how the furnace is loaded. If the tap is mounted high in the furnace, the temperature will be higher,

which means the pressure will be slightly more positive toward the bottom of the furnace. If the pressure tap is located

at the bottom, the opposite situation will occur. Overall, the most common location for the pressure tap is about

halfway up the furnace wall (Fig. 3).

Finally, since an extremely low positive pressure is

needed for proper operation, you should have a good

reference for the pressure controller itself. This is done

using a differential transmitter, where one side of the

transmitter is sensing the pressure inside the furnace

and the other side is sensing the pressure outside the

furnace. This can be dif�cult with a heat-treat furnace

since there is a big temperature variance between inside

the furnace and outside the furnace.

To do this properly, the reference tap should be mounted

next to the penetration on the sidewall so that both

sensors are at the same elevation. Equally important to

the location of the controller, though, is that the

pressure transmitter is calibrated on a regular basis.

When dealing with such low pressure, it is important to

ensure the transmitter is not drifting.

Fig. 3. The most common location for the pressure tap is

about halfway up the furnace wall.

Recommendation 4: Upgrading Outdated Sensor Technology
One of the simpler control loops in a heat-treat furnace uses sensors that contain a slide wire and wiper system to

monitor process variables. Since the wiper rubs on the slide wire, there is a lot of friction. Typically, these sensors will

quickly wear. When replacing these sensors, upgrading to a newer, contactless sensor option is recommended since it

will provide greater reliability and repeatability. Figure 4 shows the difference between a traditional mechanical sensor

and a newer, contactless sensor.

Fig. 4. The sensor on the left is a potentiometer that uses a slide wire and wiper. The sensor on the right is a

contactless option.

Start Improving Operations without Major Capital Expenditure
Many manufacturers tend to ignore their heat-treat furnace until an operator calls because it is not working or not

working as well as it did in the past. However, ignoring your heat-treat furnace until a problem arises can be a big source

of inef�ciency for your organization’s operations. By evaluating some of the preventive measures discussed in this

article, you may discover low- or no-cost ways to bring more uniformity and reliability to your heat-treat process,

ultimately improving productivity and pro�tability.

For more information: Ron Heintskill is Senior Product Engineer at George T. Hall Co. He can be reached at

714-939-7100 or rheintskill@georgethall.com. All graphics provided by the author, except where noted.
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Report on the Global Supply Chain
Kerry Kubatzke – Anchor Harvey; Freeport, Ill.

This article considers the production de�cits, logistics turmoil and demand surges that contributed to supply-chain

disruptions that were brought into focus with the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Throughout 2021, the global supply chain has undergone a stress test unparalleled in modern history. In 2020, the

pandemic closed factories, displaced workers and crippled production worldwide, slowing shipments and disrupting the

supply of certain goods and materials. The result of the ongoing turmoil is what many experts refer to as The Big

Crunch of 2021.

The buckling of the supply chain didn't start overnight, and it isn’t likely to abate overnight. When the World Health

Organization �rst declared COVID-19 a global pandemic on March 11, 2020, people and businesses were quickly

forced to restrict their activity. Around the world, manufacturing facilities, of�ces and stores ground to a halt,

depressing production rates and forcing companies to lay off workers.

Adding to the tumult was a sudden and urgent need to realign global shipping priorities. As ports around the world

went into lockdown, empty shipping containers piled up despite the entire planet suddenly being in desperate need of

surgical masks, medical gowns and other personal protective equipment – half of which was produced in China. As

government lockdowns and self-imposed quarantines continued, consumer spending rapidly shifted away from food

and services to goods and materials, wreaking further havoc on already deeply contorted international supply lines.

The Big Crunch of 2021 is expected to improve during 2022, but material scarcity, logistical bottlenecks and increased

costs will nevertheless extend through the year and likely beyond. Companies around the world are currently asking

two questions: Is the worst over, and what comes next?

This article will examine production de�cits, logistics turmoil and demand surges to see what happened and project the

outlook for each event.

Production De�cits
Understanding the root causes of upheaval in the supply

chain’s current state is essential in determining whether

the worst is already behind us and what comes next.

While the global production of goods and materials

began ramping back up in 2021, key shortfalls have

persisted. In the United States and most other countries,

a foreign dependence on key minerals in a cornered

market combined with weak production of those minerals

relative to international demand has resulted in

shortages and knock-on effects that continue to depress

production rates in secondary and tertiary markets.

The key minerals in question are commonly referred to as rare-earth elements (REEs), a group of 17 minerals (elements,

actually) crucial to the manufacture of many high-tech products and associated goods. REEs fall into two categories:

light and heavy (Table 1).

Currently, the majority of REE production is

concentrated in China and Australia. China, by

far the greatest producer, accounts for

approximately 80-85% of total worldwide REE

production and Australia around 10%.

Production in the United States, Burma

(Myanmar) and India make up the remainder.

Global efforts to bring new resources to the

marketplace continue, but China remains

virtually the only producer of highly valued

heavy REEs.

The unique magnetic, electrochemical and

luminescent properties of REEs are put to work

in all manner of products and applications,

including smartphones, computers,

automobiles, military defense systems, medical

equipment, televisions, electric vehicles, wind

turbines, jet aircraft and more. Exacerbated by

2021’s global logistics crisis, the shortfall in

REE production continues to cause issues for

an array of products and consumer goods at

numerous points in the manufacturing chain

(Fig. 1).

ADVERTISEMENT

Fig. 1. REE production and the manufacturing chain

One needs only to look at BMW’s decision in the fourth quarter of 2021 to temporarily stop building touchscreens into

several of its models. The REE shortage has hampered the production of computer chips and other tech components

previously included in automobiles from the German luxury brand. This has forced the automaker to not only cut high-

tech features but also slash production of the vehicles it is able to make. In turn, BMW has sent a ripple effect further

down the production chain, depressing output among the company's various manufacturing partners and aftermarket

suppliers.

Is the worst over?
Probably, but not by much. China hiked its annual REE output quotas by 20%, its highest levels on record, at the end of

September 2021. The new 168,000-ton quota was increased speci�cally to help ease the tight supply of REEs for

manufacturers. However, emerging energy issues in China, including power rationing and price controls, may impact the

country’s ability to meet its targets and should be watched closely. Additionally, semiconductors and other technologies

that use REEs remain under a heavy bind and in high demand.

What comes next?
The United States will begin reducing its dependence on foreign suppliers to avoid a repeat of current REE de�cits in

the future. Companies like MP Materials, a rare-earth mining company now operating in California’s Mojave Desert, are

already taking up the mantle. However, success will be dependent on whether the U.S. can quickly scale up the mining,

processing and re�ning of REEs while competing on cost in a market that’s heavily dominated by China.

Logistics Turmoil
As countries closed borders and went into lockdown at the start of the pandemic, unloaded vessels and empty shipping

containers began piling up in ports scattered across the globe. The result was a shortage of shipping containers in the

one country that needed them the most: China.

Before the onset of the COVID-19 crisis, China had already produced 50% of the world’s protective facemasks. When

the pandemic hit, demand for masks and other forms of personal protective equipment (PPE) surged in countries

around the world. Chinese factories went into overdrive, with many re-tasking existing production lines to meet the

new demand. Worldwide, cargo vessels were rerouted to deliver protective gear produced in Chinese factories to

regions that historically traded relatively little with China, such as West Africa and parts of Latin and South America.

The urgent need for a speci�c type of good, PPE, produced predominantly in a single country resulted in a hasty and

unprecedented realignment of global shipping channels.

dusanpetkovic/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

While cargo vessels detoured from normal trade routes and empty freight containers continued stacking up in locked-

down ports, consumer demand was simultaneously undergoing an abrupt shift. Government lockdowns, stay-at-home

health warnings and quarantine restrictions restrained consumers from eating out, traveling and attending events. This

resulted in a sudden, sizable shift away from the purchase of services toward the purchase of tangible goods.

Americans, encouraged by government stimulus payments, moved online en masse to buy everything from home of�ce

furniture and electronics to groceries and appliances.

Global shipping and logistics, having already been hastily realigned to meet worldwide demand for PPE, were left

unable to keep pace with yet another abrupt and unexpected change. Consequently, orders quickly outstripped the

availability of shipping containers, and the cost of shipping a container from Shanghai to Los Angeles tripled before

promptly skyrocketing tenfold.

Slowly, as cargo vessels began returning to regular routes and shipping containers started to become available, product

orders began overwhelming U.S. ports. With too many ships arriving at once, freighters increasingly had to wait in

queues of 100 vessels or more at ports around the country. Exacerbating the situation was a nationwide shortage of

truck drivers. With too few drivers to haul freight away, containers quickly piled up on docks.

A national labor shortage further compounded problems as companies struggled to hire workers. With fewer

individuals on hand to unload trucks as they arrived at warehouses, unloading and stocking times rose. Throughout

2021, from the ports to the roads and warehouses, bottlenecks appeared at every point along the delivery chain.

Is the worst over?
The simple answer here is … unlikely. Consumer and businesses facing shortages and eyeing long lead times are

ordering earlier and extra, which has placed even more strain on the system. The typical fourth-quarter supply-chain

stresses of meeting demand ahead of the year-end holidays, instances of corporate hoarding, an ongoing shortage of

truck drivers and continued upheaval in the labor market point toward a rocky, uncertain and strenuous 2022.

What comes next?
Product availability will continue to be dif�cult, and the price of supplies will remain high and may even go higher. The

labor shortage has continued in 2022, despite low unemployment levels. Political policies related to mandates, in�ation

and international trade will play a substantial role in determining ongoing impacts as the supply chain has become a

central political issue.

Demand Surges
Reacting to production de�cits and growing shipping delays, businesses and consumers reacted by ordering earlier and

in larger quantities, especially ahead of the year-end holiday season. As consumer spending shifted to tangible goods

and businesses stockpiled essential supplies, further strain was placed on an already over-burdened supply chain.

What began in 2020 with a run on toilet paper led to a vicious cycle in consumer purchasing habits throughout 2021.

As traditional media ran stories about supply-chain woes, more images of stockpiling emerged on social media.

Shoppers, having experienced shortages of the household toiletry staple the year before, appeared determined not to

be caught �at-footed once again in 2021 as panic buying continued throughout the start of the year.

Panic buying has slowed over the course of this year, but the seismic changes in consumer behavior has wreaked havoc

on traditional supply-chain forecasting. Not even the world’s largest companies were immune from the consequences of

such a sudden shift in consumer spending. Amazon, the world's largest online retailer, saw online orders spike but was

unable to cope with the sudden demand and experienced signi�cant delivery-date slippage, with 5% of all orders placed

through its marketplace arriving later than expected. That number, while an improvement over the company's 11.4%

missed delivery rate in 2020, remains notable given the online retailer ships more than 2.5 billion packages annually.

Demand planning error jumped to 59%, up 14% from the pre-pandemic error rate of 45%. Even in the best of times,

traditional forecasting is based on the presumption that history repeats itself. Beginning in 2020 and continuing

throughout 2021, this presumption completely failed.

Shortages of one thing rapidly turned into shortages of others during 2021. A dearth of computer chips, for example,

forced major automakers to slash production, reduced the availability of consumer electronics, delayed the

manufacture of medical devices and commonly turned the act of picking up prescription drugs into a multistore

scavenger hunt.

The effects of high demand and low supply lead to feature cuts – such as BMW’s aforementioned decision to remove

touchscreens from several of the company’s vehicles – as well as increasingly empty store shelves and rising prices for

consumer goods. According to data from CarGurus, the used car market, which was among the most widely impacted

sectors, showed the average price of a used car at the end of December 2020 at $22,837. It jumped to $30,620 by the

end of December 2021, which was near where average new-vehicle prices had risen to pre-pandemic.

Is the worst over?
Yes, but the situation is not likely to improve quickly. Some experts have warned for years that the global economy is

over-reliant on lean production, just-in-time manufacturing and distant factories. The pandemic exposed supply chains

to a demand shock that seemingly validated that view. Supply chains are still adapting, and resulting product scarcities

and rising in�ation are expected to remain for the foreseeable future.

What comes next?
Supply-chain issues are likely to last for many more months … if not years. Consumer demand is trending back to pre-

pandemic, but product delays and material shortages show no signs of abating and are predicted to continue into 2023

and potentially 2024.

Conclusions
The Big Crunch of 2021 was a continuance of production and logistics issues that proved to be a hallmark feature of

2020. While 2021 was repeatedly dogged by delays and shortfalls, the year also marked the beginning of a long and

tumultuous road to recovery for the global supply chain. However, production de�cits will remain for months (if not

years) as shipping channels and transportation routes continue to adapt and meet consumer and business demands.

Many companies, attempting to account for current shortfalls and avoid a repeat of the last two years of supply-chain

struggles in the future, are continuing to reshore their supply chains to mitigate or avoid costly unplanned overseas

shortages, delays and expenses. The reshoring of supply lines and increasing shift away from practices like just-in-time

manufacturing – a production model pioneered by Toyota at the end of World War II – are indicators that the supply

chain is slowly recovering and likely to emerge in the years and decades ahead with a noticeably different structure than

it had in the pre-pandemic era.

For more information: Kerry Kubatzke is the lead sales manager at Anchor Harvey.

He can be reached at 888-367-4464 or at KKubatzke@anchorharvey.com.

Photos/graphics provided by the author, except where noted.
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Automatic Disconnect Switch Added to Car-Bottom Vacuum Furnace

Solar Manufacturing Inc.

Solar Manufacturing Inc. designed and installed an automatic

disconnect switch into a production car-bottom vacuum

furnace at Solar Atmospheres in Souderton, Pa. The

automatic disconnect switch saves time by eliminating the

labor-intensive manual maneuver of disconnecting and then

re-connecting the power terminal bars at each end of the car

bottom on each production run. The switch is rated for 1,000

amps, 50V AC per pole, and the switches are installed at each

end of the hot zone. Not only have the disconnect switches

performed as well as expected since installation, they also

have improved production.

www.solarmfg.com
Image courtesy of  Solar Manuf acturing Inc.

Non-evaporable Getter Vacuum Pumps

Gamma Vacuum
Non-evaporable getter (NEG) pumps have a range of

functional and ergonomic advantages for applications that

require cost-effective and reliable ultrahigh-vacuum

conditions. NEG pumps are gas-capturing pumps that bind

gases by means of sorption, which results in low energy

consumption, little noise and no vibration. NEG pumps, which

have no moving components and are therefore maintenance-

free, are suited for applications in industry, research, medicine

and analytics. In these areas, they reach pressures of less than

1 x 10-10 mbar due to their operating principle. The

manufacturer developed its NEG pumps based on sintered

material because sintered NEG material is believed to

strongly reduce emission of dust particles into the application.

www.gammavacuum.com

Image courtesy of  Gamma

Vacuum

Industrial Oven Lubricant

Renewable Lubricants Inc.
Bio-Extreme high-temperature oven lubricants perform at

extreme high temperatures up to and over 1832°F

(1000°C), with protection up to 3632°F (2000°C).  These

bio-based lubricants are enhanced with white graphite, a

highly effective solid particle lubricant.  Systems lubricated

with white graphite require less product application, which

saves money and makes for cleaner equipment. Bio-Extreme

lubricants are formulated from renewable carbon-negative

resources, allowing facilities to meet sustainability

initiatives. Available in 1-gallon jugs, 5-gallon pails, drums,

totes and in bulk, they are ideal for industrial applications

like kiln car wheel bearings in refractory plants and drying

ovens. www.renewablelube.com

Image courtesy of

Renewable Lubricants

Inc.

AR Smart Glasses

Epson
The Moverio BT-45C and BT-45CS augmented reality (AR)

smart glasses are designed to support seamless remote

collaboration with a high-quality AR viewing experience.

Purpose-built for mission-critical tasks – such as

troubleshooting, maintenance, inspection, and training –

they support immersive, hands-free collaboration between

on-site technicians and remote experts to help enhance

ef�ciency, improve safety and reduce downtime. Compatible

with a range of collaboration and remote assistance

software, the Moverio BT-45C and BT-45CS feature Si-

OLED technology, a proprietary optical engine and a

binocular see-through full HD display with a 34-degree �eld-

of-view to seamlessly integrate digital content with the

outside world. With the USB-C interface, the BT-45C

headset can tether to a range of compatible Android or

Windows host devices to support an array of applications.

The smart glasses are built with a tough, robust design to

withstand the most demanding work environments. 
 www.epson.com Image courtesy of  Epson

Solutions for Cyberattacks

Schuler
Companies within the metalworking industry are

increasingly becoming targets of hacker attacks. Schuler and

OTORIO have developed various solutions for effective

protection against such attacks against Schuler and third-

party systems under the name Cyber Security Check.

Viruses could derive from the private cellphone of an

employee, who charges it via the freely accessible USB ports

on the control panel or control cabinet. In addition, most

systems still run outdated operating software with major

security gaps. If the industrial PCs are not suf�ciently

separated from the computers in the administration, then the

virus can also spread to production via malicious e-mails.

Employees unaware of these e-mails, along with incorrectly con�gured �rewalls, can accelerate the damage. As

numerous examples from the past show, the encryption software activated as a direct result of this example can

completely paralyze a company. Schuler and OTORIO initially conduct an inventory of the equipment and the entire

production network to prevent these occurrences. Gaps in the security situation are identi�ed and then the risks are

prioritized according to their impact on business processes as well as other components. Schuler and OTORIO provide

clear, practical recommendations for the step-by-step elimination of each identi�ed vulnerability, security gap, hazard

and compliance deviation. This approach enables compliance with digital security policies, best practices and

regulations. 

www.schulergroup.com

Image courtesy of

Schuler
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U-3758 JL Becker Batch Temper Furnace (96"W x 144"D x 30"H,

1400ºF, gas)

U-3759 Abar Ipsen Vacuum Furnace (36"W x 48"D x 30"H, 2400ºF,

elect)

U-3768+ AFC IQ Furnace Line (36"W x 48"D x 36"H, 1800ºF, gas),

includes IQ's (5), tempers (3), washer, endo generator, charge car, etc.

John L. Becker

Heat Treat Equipment

42056 Michigan Ave.

Canton, MI 48188

Of�ce: 734-331-3939

Fax: 734-331-3915

http://www.heattreatequip.com

RETURN

TO 

CLASSIFIED

Heat Treat Equipment Inc.

We build new furnaces for commercial heat-treating companies. We sell and

refurbish used heat treating equipment. Some of our existing used equipment

follows
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The Elder Statesman of Used Ovens and

Heat Treating Furnaces

The W.H. Kay Company, located in Cleveland, Ohio, USA,

has served the industrial process heating industry for 85

years. We buy, sell, and trade used industrial ovens and

heat treating furnaces, and have over 200 units in stock

ready for your inspection and shipment to your facility.

Also, W H Kay Company designs new burner systems,

safety valve trains, and control panels for process heating

applications.

30925 Aurora Rd.

Solon, OH 44139-2731

Phone: (440) 519-3800

Fax: (440) 519-1455

https://www.whkay.com

sales@whkay.com

Contact: Michael Kay

Cell: 216-409-4782

RETURN

TO 

CLASSIFIED
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The Elder Statesman of Used Ovens and

Heat Treating Furnaces

Ipsen T-9 I/Q Furnace Line for Sale

ID:  30” x 48” x 30”

Gas-Fired, 1850˚F

(2) Companion Draw Furnaces

(2) Powered Charge Cars

(1) D & S Washer

(1) Endothermic Generator

Plus 6 Pallets, Alloy Trays and Baskets

Contact Information:

W. H. Kay Company

30925 Aurora Rd.

Solon, OH 44139-2731

Phone: (440) 519-3800

Fax: (440) 519-1455

https://www.whkay.com

sales@whkay.com

Contact: Michael Kay

Cell: 216-409-4782
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TO 
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Custom High Temperature Vacuum Furnace Aftermarket
Services

CVI is a manufacturer of high performance vacuum and controlled atmosphere

sintering and heat treatment furnaces for MIM, stainless steels, high speed steels,

hard metals, and ceramics. Graphite or refractory metal hot zone furnaces

available in laboratory to production size at temperatures up to 3500°C,

operating from high-vacuum to 100 bar pressures.

Centorr Vacuum Industries

55 Northeastern Blvd.

Nashua, NH 03062

United States

Phone: (603) 595-7233

(800) 962-8631

Fax: (603) 595-9220

sales@centorr.com

https://vacuum-furnaces.com/parts-and-service/

Scott Robinson, Product Manager
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TO 
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Your Single Source for Thermal Processing
Equipment & Related Services

Gasbarre Thermal Processing Systems provides a full range of aftermarket

services; including replacement parts, alloy fabrications, rebuilds, upgrades, and

ISO 17025 calibration services. Gasbarre is the certi�ed OEM of C.I. Hayes, J.L.

Becker, and Sinterite brand equipment. We are set up to keep your operation

running and to maximize the lifespan of your equipment.

Gasbarre Thermal Processing Systems

310 State Street
 St. Marys, PA 15857

Phone: 814-834-2200
 Email: furnace-sales@gasbarre.com

 Website: www.gasbarre.com
 Contact Name: Eric Buchanan
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HEAT TREAT EQUIPMENT
NEW & USED

SERVICE • INSTALLATION • REBUILDING

Serving the heat treating industry for over �fty years, providing:

Nationwide service, maintenance, rebuilding, upgrading and installation

of all types of industrial heating equipment and gas atmosphere

generators.

New furnaces, ovens & generators built to your design or ours.

Used furnace division has over 150 items in stock.

Authorized supplier of CRESS ELECTRIC tool room furnaces and

SUPER CATALYST.

New or used combustion components and burners, electrical and switch

gear controls baskets, retorts and muf�es available.

R & G Services, Inc.
 101 Bissel St.

 Joliet, IL 60432
 United States

 Phone: (815) 727-3300
 Fax: (815) 727-3335

 http://www.randgservices.com
 weston@randgservices.com

 Contact: Weston Gregory
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PREMIUM LISTINGS

Below are the premium listings from our Industrial Heating directories.
For a complete list of companies and products, go to

www.industrialheating.com/directories
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Abbott Furnace Co.

1068 Trout Run Rd. St. Marys, PA 15857

(814) 781-6355

info@abbottfurnace.com

https://www.abbottfurnace.com

To see all AFTERMARKET product photos, downloads, and more!

To see all EQUIPMENT product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

Abbott Furnace is a custom industrial furnace manufacturer celebrating our 40th year anniversary in 2022 of providing

more than 900 industrial furnaces for a variety of heat treating processes to customers across the globe. We have a

large skilled service team and offer component repairs, scheduled maintenance, equipment upgrades and instrument

calibration services on continuous belt industrial furnaces. We are the premier supplier of new custom industrial

furnaces, upgrades and replacement spare parts including muf�es, coolers, fabrications and components. Abbott

manufactures a variety of industrial furnaces for both the domestic and international market including powdered metal,

annealing, brazing, thick �lm processing, glass to metal seal, and fuel cells.

Aftermarket Product Categories

Alloy Fabrication

Controls Troubleshooting & Upgrades

Direct-Fired, Electric & Atmosphere Furnace Systems, Atmosphere Generator Services

Direct-Fired, Electric & Atmosphere Furnace Systems, Field Service

Direct-Fired, Electric & Atmosphere Furnace Systems, Preventative Maintenance

Direct-Fired, Electric & Atmosphere Furnace Systems, Rebuilds, Upgrades, Overhauls & Modi�cations

Direct-Fired, Electric & Atmosphere Furnace Systems, Replacement & Spare Parts

Gas/Electric Furnace Conversions

Process Improvement & Cost Reduction Analysis

Temperature Control/Calibration

Temperature Uniformity Survey

Training & Education

Troubleshooting & Repair

Equipment Product Categories

Chillers

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Aluminum Brazing

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Aluminum Brazing, Atmosphere

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Annealing

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Brazing

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Continuous

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Conveyor

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Heat Treat

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Mesh Belt

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Muf�e

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Sintering

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS, Temper/Draw

Heat Exchangers

Muf�es

BACK
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Ajax TOCCO Magnethermic

1745 Overland Ave. N.E.

Warren, OH 44483-2860

(330) 372-8511

info@ajaxtocco.com

www.ajaxtocco.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

With more than 100 years of technical development and experience, Ajax TOCCO provides reliable, ef�cient, and cost

effective solutions to meet their customer's needs. The processes Ajax TOCCO Magnethermic Corporation is involved

with are as diverse as our markets. We supply equipment for heat treating and brazing, pipe, tube, and bar heating, strip,

�at, and slab heating, forging and forming, handling equipment, and coreless and channel melting equipment.

Product Categories:

Aging

Batch

Belt

Bench

Billet

Billet Feeders

Brazing

CVD

Cabinet

Capacitors

Capacitors, Oil-Filled

Car Bottom

Construction/Contractors

Continuous

Conveyor

Conveyors

Cooling Systems, Closed Loop

Crucibles

Drop Bottom

Dryers

Electric, Infrared

Energy Audit

Energy Recovery

Fixtures

Flux Field Concentrators

Forging

Furnace Audit

Furnace Rebuild/Repair

Galvanizing

Gas, Fired

Graphite

Harden, Quench & Draw/Temper

Heat Recovery

Heat Treat

Hot Zones, Vacuum Furnaces

In-Line Heating Stations

Induction, Annealing

Induction, Coils

Induction, Heating

Induction, Melting

Induction, Power Supplies, Generators, Inverters

Induction, Power Supplies, Solid State

Induction, Scanners

Induction, Skull Melting

Induction, Transformers

Induction, Vacuum

Installers

Integral Quench

Laboratory

Magnetic Field Heating

Material Handling Equipment

Melting

Mesh Belt

Muf�e

Ovens

Powder Atomization

Powders, Brazing

Power Supplies, RF

Radiant Tube

Reheating

Remelting

Sintering

Slot Forge

Solution Annealing

Strip

Temper Furnace (Draw)

Temper/Draw

Transformers

Tubes, Oscillator

Vacuum Furnace, Semi-Continuous

Vacuum Furnace, Sintering

Vacuum, Degassing

Vacuum, Melting/Casting

Walking Beam
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Avatar Instruments Inc.

P.O. Box 496

Lewes, DE 19958

(302) 703-6865

contact@avatarinstruments.com

www.scrpower.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

SCR, SCR power controls, SCR power controllers, phase angle �red, zero voltage swtiched.

Product Categories

Controllers, Power

Controls, Temperature

Thyristors
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Can-Eng Furnaces International Ltd.

6800 Montrose Rd. P.O. Box 628

Niagara Falls, ON L2E 6V5

(905) 356-1327

furnaces@can-eng.com

https://www.can-eng.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

CAN-ENG Furnaces International Limited is a leading global designer and manufacturer of thermal processing

equipment for ferrous and non-ferrous metals. CAN-ENG focuses on the development of high volume batch and

continuous industrial furnace systems for challenging applications.

Product Categories

Aging

Aluminum Solution Heat Treating

Annealing

Atmosphere Furnaces

Austempering

Batch

Bell

Belt

Billet

Box

Brazing

Burn-Off

Car Bottom

Carburizing, Atmosphere

Continuous

Conveyor

Drop Bottom

Flexible Heat-Treating Cells

Forging

Gas Generators

Gas Generators, Endothermic Generators

Gas, Fired

Harden, Quench & Draw/Temper

Hearth, Elevator Hearth

Hearth, Roller Hearth

Hearth, Rotary Hearth

Heat Treat

Holding

Integral Quench

Martempering

Mesh Belt

Muf�es

Neutral Hardening

Pit

Preheating

Pusher

Quench, Tanks

Radiant Tube

Recuperative

Reheating

Retort

Solution Annealing

Temper/Draw

Tip-Up

Walking Beam

Washers, Parts, Water Based
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CEIA USA Induction Heating Systems

6336 Hudson Crossing Pkwy.

Hudson, OH 44236

(330) 405-3190

induction@ceia-usa.com

www.ceia-power.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

CEIA is a leading manufacturer and designer of medium to high frequency induction heating units that feature high

energy ef�ciency with minimum operating costs. This extensive experience along with continuous and scrupulous

technological research ensures CEIA products offer the highest quality and safety standards. CEIA USA provides

nationwide sales, service and customer support to customers in North America. Dynamic solutions are the foundation

of CEIA USA's commitment to customer satisfaction. For more information about CEIA USA, visit www.ceia-usa.com.

Product Categories

Cleaning Equipment, Ultrasonic

Controllers, Programmable

Induction, Annealing

Induction, Coils

Induction, Heating

Induction, Melting

Induction, Power Supplies, Generators, Inverters

Induction, Power Supplies, Solid State

Pyrometers

Sensors, Temperature
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Clark Power Systems Inc.

11441 Challenger Ave.

Odessa, FL 33556

(203) 775-8444

richclark@clarkpowersystems.com

https://www.clarkpowersystems.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

We Manufacture and Fabricate standard and custom SCR Controllers, Power Supplies, Transformers, VRT Water

Cooled Transformers and Furnace Controls. We have many items in stock so delivery is fast! Experience minimal

downtime! Call us today at 1-800-318-0048 for a free estimate.

Product Categories

Aging

Alkaline Cleaners

Aluminum Brazing, Vacuum

Aluminum Solution Heat Treating

Analyzers, Power

Annealing

Atmosphere Furnaces

Batch

Bell

Billet

Blast

Box

CVD

Capacitors

Carburizing, Vacuum

Cleaning Equipment, Aqueous

Cleaning Equipment, Ultrasonic

Controllers, Multi-Loop

Controllers, Power

Controllers, Programmable

Controllers, Proportional

Controllers, Single Loop

Controls, Adapters, Retro�t

Controls, Computerized

Controls, Motor

Controls, Pressure

Controls, Remote Data Acquisition

Controls, Solid State

Digital Indicators

Dryers

Eddy Current Testers/Accessories

Electric Arc

Electric Resistance

Electric, Infrared

Elements, Electric

Elements, Graphite

Elements, Molybdenum

Elements, Molybdenum Disilicide

Elements, Ribbon

Elements, Silicon Carbide

Elements, Tungsten

Flexible Heat-Treating Cells

Forging

Galvanizing

Glass Melting (Lehrs)

Graphite

Harden, Quench & Draw/Temper

Heat Treat

Heaters, Immersion Heater

Heaters, Wrap-Around Heaters

Hot Zones, Vacuum Furnaces

In-Line Heating Stations

Induction, Annealing

Induction, Coils

Induction, Heating

Induction, Melting

Induction, Skull Melting

Induction, Transformers

Induction, Vacuum

Kiln, Electric

Laboratory

Magnetic Field Heating

Melting

Microprocessors

Molybdenum Products

Muf�e

Muf�es

Ovens

PID Tuning Software, Off-Line

PID Tuning Software, On-Line

Panel

Parts Feeders

Parts Loaders

Parts Sorters

Pit

Plasma

Pot

Potentiometers

Powder Metals, HIP Furnaces

Power Supplies, RF

Preheating

Pusher

Radiant Tube

Radiant Tubes

Radiant Tubes, Ceramic

Reactors

Reactors, Variable

Recorders

Recorders, Computerized

Recorders, Recorder Supplies

Reheating

Remelting

Resistance

Resistors

Retort

Rotary Retort

Salt Bath, Carbide Brazing Conditioning

Salt Bath, Precipitation Hardening

Salt Bath, Silver Annealing

Salt Bath, Temper/Draw

Salt Bath, Waste Treatment Systems

Semi-aqueous Cleaners

Semiconductors

Sensors

Sensors, Temperature

Soaking Pit

Software, Complete Systems

Solution Annealing

Strip

Thermocouples

Thyristors

Transformers

Transmitters

Tube

Tubes, Oscillator

Tubes, Power

Tubes, Protection

Vacuum

Vacuum Furnace, Convection Assisted Heating

Vacuum Furnace, Hardening

Vacuum Furnace, Hot Zone

Vacuum, Melting/Casting

Washers, Parts, Water Based

Wire, High-Temperature
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eldec LLC

3355 Bald Mountain Rd., Unit 30

Auburn Hills, MI 48326

(248) 364-4750

info@eldec-usa.com

https://www.inductionheatingexperts.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

eldec LLC custom manufactures induction power supplies and heating coils for brazing, heat treating, shrink-�tting,

annealing, die hardening and more. We repair damaged coils and eldec power supplies. In addition, eldec offers training

workshops, process development services, on-site technical support, preventative maintenance and start-up assistance

for your crew.

Product Categories

Aluminum Brazing, Atmosphere

Brazing

Fixtures

Flux Field Concentrators

Induction, Annealing

Induction, Coils

Induction, Heating

Induction, Power Supplies, Generators, Inverters

Induction, Power Supplies, Solid State

Induction, Scanners

Induction, Transformers

Power Supplies, RF

Solder

Transformers
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Gasbarre Thermal Processing Systems 

(OEM of J. L. Becker Brand Products)

12250 Belden Ct.

Livonia, MI 48150

(734) 656-2000

gasbarreifs@gasbarre.com

https://www.gasbarre.com

CLICK HERE

To see all EQUIPMENT product photos, downloads, and more!

Gasbarre Thermal Processing Systems designs, manufactures and services a full line of heat treating equipment for

virtually any process. Gasbarre’s offering includes batch, continuous, atmosphere, and vacuum furnace systems, and

auxiliary equipment. Gasbarre also provides a full range of aftermarket services. This includes replacement parts, alloy

fabrications, rebuilds, and upgrades.

Equipment Product Categories

Aging

Alarms

Alloys

Alloys, Castings

Alloys, Fabricators

Alloys, Heat-Resistant

Aluminum Brazing, Atmosphere

Aluminum Solution Heat Treating

Ammonia Dissociators

Analyzers, Flue Gas

Analyzers, Gas

Analyzers, Hydrogen

Analyzers, Oxygen

Annealing

Atmosphere Furnaces

Austempering

Baf�es

Baskets

Batch

Bearings

Bell

Belt

Belts, High-Temperature

Belts, Wire Mesh

Belts, Woven Wire

Billet

Blowers

Blueing

Box

Brazing

Burn-Off

Burners, High-Velocity

Burners, Low-NOx

Burners, Radiant Tube

Burners, Recuperative

Car Bottom

Carburizing Gases

Carburizing, Atmosphere

Carburizing, Nitrocarburizing

Carburizing, Vacuum

Catalyst, Endothermic/Exothermic

Chains

Chillers

Cleaning Equipment, Aqueous

Computers/Computer Software

Continuous

Controls, Atmosphere

Controls, Combustion

Controls, Computerized

Controls, Flame Safeguard

Controls, Remote Data Acquisition

Conveyor

Conveyors

Cooling Systems, Closed Loop

Cooling Towers

Curtains, Metallic

Curtains, Refractory

Dampers

Dew Point Instruments

Dew Point/Moisture Transmitters

Digital Indicators

Doors, Water-Cooled

Dryers

Dunk Washers

Electric Resistance

Elements, Electric

Elements, Graphite

Elements, Molybdenum

Elements, Ribbon

Elements, Silicon Carbide

Fans

Fixtures

Flame Detectors

Flame Safeguard

Flexible Heat-Treating Cells

Flow Meters

Flow Meters, Electronic Readout

Forging

Fuel Meters

Furnace Audit

Furnace Loaders

Furnace Rebuild/Repair

Gas Flow Meters

Gas Generators

Gas Generators, Endothermic Generators

Gas Generators, Exothermic Generators

Gas Metering Panels

Gas, Fired

Gas, Quench

Gas, Quench, High Pressure

Gaskets

Gaskets, High-Temperature

Grids

Harden, Quench & Draw/Temper

Hearth Plates

Hearth, Open Hearth

Hearth, Roller Hearth

Hearth, Shaker Hearth

Hearth, Walking Hearth

Heat Exchangers

Heat Treat

Heaters, Immersion Heater

High-Speed Steel

Hoods

Hot Zones, Vacuum Furnaces

In-Line Heating Stations

Inert Gases

Insulation, Ceramic Fiber

Insulation, Felt, Graphite

Insulation, Fiberglass

Insulation, Furnace

Insulation, High Temperature

Insulation, Mineral Fiber Block

Integral Quench

Kiln, Electric

Kiln, Gas-Fired

Kiln, Roller Hearth

Laboratory

Liners, Wire Mesh

Martempering

Material Handling Equipment

Mesh Belt

Microprocessors

Mortar

Muf�e

Muf�es

Mullite

Neutral Hardening

Nitriding, Gas

Oil Filtration/Puri�cation

Oil Skimmers

Oil/Water Separator

Ovens

Oxidizers, Thermal

Parts Feeders

Parts Loaders

Piers

Pit

Pot

Powder Metals, Injection Molding

Powder Metals, Sintering (P/M)

Preheating

Pumps, Oil

Pusher

Quench, Agitators

Quench, Oil Coolers

Quench, Oil Heaters

Quench, Quenchant Cooling Systems

Quench, Tanks

Racks

Radiant Tube

Radiant Tubes

Rails

Recuperative

Recuperators

Refractories, Brick

Refractories, Castables

Refractories, Cement

Refractories, Ceramic Fiber

Refractories, Fiber Block

Refractories, Firebrick

Refractories, Refractory Anchors

Refractories, Silicon Carbide

Reheating

Resistance

Retort

Screens, Wire Mesh

Sensors, Carbon

Sensors, Oxygen

Sensors, Temperature

Sight Glass

Sintering

Software, Complete Systems

Software, Simulation

Solution Annealing

Spheroidizing

Spray & Dunk Washers

Spray Washers

Steam

Steels, Alloy

Steels, Stainless

Strip

Tank Fabrications

Temper/Draw

Textiles, High-Temperature

Thermocouple Wire

Thermocouples

Thermometers

Tip-Up

Tool Room

Training

Trays

Tube

Tubes, Protection

Vacuum

Vacuum Furnace, Convection Assisted Heating

Vacuum Furnace, Hardening

Vacuum Furnace, High-Pressure Gas Quench (3+ Bar)

Vacuum Furnace, Low-Pressure Gas Quench (0 to 2 Bar)

Vacuum Furnace, Semi-Continuous

Vacuum Furnace, Sintering

Vacuum Furnace, Tempering

Vacuum Furnace, Tool Room

Vacuum, Brazing

Vacuum, Degassing

View Ports

Walking Beam

Washers, Parts, Water Based

Weldments

Wire, High-Temperature
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Heat Treat Furnaces, A TTX Co.

1155 S. Neenah Ave.

Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

(920) 743-6568

sales@ttxinc.com

www.ttxinc.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!CLICK HERE

For over 30 years, Heat Treat Furnaces has been designing, fabricating and installing custom industrial heat treat

furnaces for our clients. HTF’s experienced engineers and support staff are focused on your project. Our industrial

furnaces have an extensive list of capabilities and can be manufactured to suit almost any application.

Product Categories

Batch

Boilers

Conveyor

Ovens

Vacuum Furnace, Convection Assisted Heating
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Hi-Temp Products Corp.

88 Taylor St.

Danbury, CT 06810

(800) 822-4335

info@hi-tempproducts.com

https://www.hitempproducts.com

 to see all product photos, downloads, and more!
CLICK HERE

For more than 24 years, HTP Corp. has been serving manufacturers and users of thermal processing technologies. We

offer heating elements, furnace rebuilds, furnace fabrication, instrumentation/controls, materials, aftermarket services

and more. A value-oriented company, drawing from a team with more than 80 cumulative years of industry experience,

family owned and operated. Our livelihoods rest squarely on our customers' satisfaction.

Product Categories

Alloys, Heat-Resistant

Controls, Temperature

Elements, Electric

Elements, Ribbon

Elements, Silicon Carbide

Insulation, Ceramic Fiber

Insulation, Fireproof

Insulation, Furnace

Insulation, High Temperature

Thermocouples

Wire, High-Temperature
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I Squared R Element Co. Inc.

12600 Clarence Center Rd.

Akron, NY 14001

(716) 542-5511

sales@isquaredrelement.com

https://www.isquaredrelement.com

 to see all product photos, downloads, and more!CLICK HERE

World leading manufacturer of silicon carbide and molybdenum disilicide heating elements and accessories for use in

high temperature electric furnaces.  Made in USA. Fast, reliable, deliveries. No auto-attendant, no voicemail, speak with

our customer service or technical support directly. Quotes same day. Usually within an hour or less.

Product Categories

Electric, Infrared

Elements, Electric

Elements, Molybdenum Disilicide

Elements, Silicon Carbide
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L & L Special Furnace Co. Inc.

20 Kent Rd. P.O. Box 2129

Aston, PA 19014

(610) 459-9216

sales@LLFurnace.com

https://www.llfurnace.com

 to see all product photos, downloads, and more!CLICK HERE

L&L Special Furnace Co., Inc. designs and builds high-temperature furnaces, ovens and quench tanks. We specialize in

batch production furnaces and ovens, particularly applications requiring high uniformity and controlled atmosphere.

Our reputation for sophisticated engineering, quality workmanship and professional service has resulted in a large and

growing base of satis�ed customers.

Product Categories

Aging

Annealing

Atmosphere Furnaces

Batch

Bell

Belt

Bench

Billet

Box

Brazing

Burn-Off

Cabinet

Car Bottom

Carburizing, Atmosphere

Carburizing, Nitrocarburizing

Continuous

Conveyor

Drop Bottom

Drum - Rotating

Electric Resistance

Flexible Heat-Treating Cells

Forging

Gas, Fired

Gas, Quench

Glass Melting (Lehrs)

Gradient

Harden, Quench & Draw/Temper

Hearth, Elevator Hearth

Hearth, Roller Hearth

Heat Treat

Heaters, Immersion Heater

High-Speed Steel

Holding

Incinerators

Integral Quench

Kiln, Electric

Kiln, Gas-Fired

Kiln, Roller Hearth

Kiln, Shuttle

Kiln, Tunnel

Laboratory

Muf�e

Neutral Hardening

Ovens

Pit

Powder Metals, Sintering (P/M)

Preheating

Pusher

Radiant Tube

Resistance

Retort

Rotary Retort

Slot Forge

Soaking Pit

Solution Annealing

Spheroidizing

Temper/Draw

Tip-Up

Tool Room

Tube
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Lindberg/MPH

3827 Riverside Rd.

Riverside, MI 49084

(269) 849-2700

lindbergmph@lindbergmph.com

https://www.lindbergmph.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Lindberg/MPH manufactures high quality industrial heat treat furnaces and non-ferrous melting and holding

equipment. They serve a wide range of industries including aerospace/military, automotive, energy/oil, electronics and

forging markets.

Product Categories

Aging

Aluminum Solution Heat Treating

Ammonia Dissociators

Annealing

Atmosphere Furnaces

Austempering

Baskets

Batch

Bell

Belt

Bench

Blueing

Box

Brazing

Car Bottom

Carburizing, Atmosphere

Carburizing, Nitrocarburizing

Carburizing, Vacuum

Continuous

Conveyor

Drop Bottom

Electric Resistance

Elements, Electric

Elements, Graphite

Elements, Molybdenum

Elements, Molybdenum Disilicide

Elements, Ribbon

Elements, Silicon Carbide

Flexible Heat-Treating Cells

Forging

Furnace Audit

Gantry

Gas Generators

Gas Generators, Endothermic Generators

Gas Generators, Exothermic Generators

Gas, Fired

Gas, Quench

Harden, Quench & Draw/Temper

Hearth, Roller Hearth

Hearth, Rotary Hearth

Hearth, Shaker Hearth

Heat Treat

Heaters, Immersion Heater

High-Speed Steel

Holding

Incinerators

Integral Quench

Kiln, Electric

Kiln, Gas-Fired

Kiln, Roller Hearth

Kiln, Shuttle

Kiln, Tunnel

Martempering

Melting

Mesh Belt

Muf�e

Muf�es

Neutral Hardening

Nitriding, Gas

Pit

Pot

Preheating

Pusher

Quench, Tanks

Radiant Tube

Recuperative

Reheating

Remelting

Resistance

Retort

Rotary Retort

Slot Forge

Soaking Pit

Solution Annealing

Tank Fabrications

Temper/Draw

Tool Room

Vacuum

Vacuum Furnace, Hardening

Vacuum Furnace, Low-Pressure Gas Quench (0 to 2 Bar)

Walking Beam
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Metex Heat Treating Ltd.

225 Wilkinson Rd.

Brampton ON  L6T 4M2

Canada

(905) 453-9700

raman@metexht.com

https://www.metexht.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Metex Heat Treating is the largest heat treater in Canada with the ability to turnover 300,000+ lbs per day.  Metex

specializes in high turnover in all of its product lines including Induction, Batch HT, Continuous Mesh Belt HT,

Annealing, and FNC/Nitriding. 

Product Categories

Annealing, Bright

Annealing, Full

Annealing, Homogenize

Annealing, Isothermal

Annealing, Local

Annealing, Flame/Induction

Annealing, Normalize

Annealing, Stress Relief

Brazing, Furnace 

Brazing, Induction 

Carbon Restoration 

Carbonitriding, Gas 

Carburizing, Gas 

Certi�cations, CQI - 9 

Certi�cations, ISO/TS 16949 

Certi�cations, ISO 17025

Flattening/Straightening

Hardening (Q&T), Furnace 

Hardening (Q&T), Induction 

Ferritic Nitrocarburizing, Gas 

Nitriding, Gas 

Nitriding, Vacuum
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National Element Inc.

7939 Lochlin Dr.

Brighton, MI 48116

(248) 486-1810

info@nationalelement.com

https://nationalelement.com

 to see all product photos, downloads, and more!CLICK HERE

National Element specializes in global Industrial Electric Heating Elements and Conveyors. Our experienced team

enthusiastically thinks through complex heating and conveyor challenges to provide quality, reliable and fast service.

We have the world's largest Heating Element Bank to �nd the quickest, most stable and reasonably priced heating

elements.

Product Categories

Alloys, Fabricators

Alloys, Heat-Resistant

Belts, High-Temperature

Belts, Wire Mesh

Belts, Woven Wire

Ceramic Parts/Supplies

Chains

Conveyors

Electric Resistance

Elements, Electric

Elements, Ribbon

Gaskets

Hearth Plates

Kiln, Electric

Laboratory

Liners, Wire Mesh

Material Handling Equipment

Quench, Tanks

Racks

Radiant Tubes

Refractories, Brick

Refractories, Firebrick

Resistance

Steels, Stainless

Tank Fabrications

Trays

Wire Cloth

Wire, High-Temperature
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Penna Flame Industries

1856 State Rte. 588

Zelienople, PA 16063

(724) 452-8750

https://www.penna�ame.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Established in 1968, Penna Flame Industries has viewed customer satisfaction as our number one priority. Our full

service facility is capable of a variety of services including: �ame hardening, robotic �ame hardening, robotic induction

hardening, roll hardening, roll manufacturing, roll straightening, hardness testing, wheel and axle assembly, deep

cryogenics, stress relieving, and tempering.

Product Categories

Annealing, Flame/Induction

Annealing, Stress Relief

Brazing, Induction

Cryogenic Treating

Flattening/Straightening

Hardening (Q&T), Flame

Hardening (Q&T), Induction

On-Site (�eld) HT
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Pillar Induction

21905 Gateway Rd.

Brook�eld, WI 53045-5137

(262) 317-5300

sales@pillar.com

www.pillar.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

An international supplier of induction equipment for a wide variety of applications, including: hardening, tempering,

annealing, stress relieving, curing, brazing, soldering, melting, forging. Pillar's complete line of transistorized power

supplies is complemented by the accessories, such as vertical and horizontal scanners, lift and rotate �xtures, and

custom cell con�gurations.

Product Categories

Annealing

Billet

Billet Feeders

Brazing

CVD

Capacitors

Capacitors, Ceramic

Capacitors, Oil-Filled

Cooling Systems, Closed Loop

Cooling Towers

Flexible Heat-Treating Cells

Flux Field Concentrators

Forging

Galvanizing

Glass Melting (Lehrs)

Harden, Quench & Draw/Temper

Heat Exchangers

Heat Treat

Holding

Induction, Annealing

Induction, Coils

Induction, Heating

Induction, Melting

Induction, Power Supplies, Generators, Inverters

Induction, Power Supplies, Solid State

Induction, Scanners

Induction, Skull Melting

Induction, Transformers

Induction, Vacuum

Laboratory

Magnetic Field Heating

Melting

Ovens

Power Supplies, RF

Preheating

Pusher

Quench, Quenchant Cooling Systems

Reheating

Remelting

Slab

Slot Forge

Strip

Transformers

Tubes, Oscillator

Vacuum Furnace, Hot Zone

Vacuum, Brazing

Vacuum, Melting/Casting

Walking Beam
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Plibrico Co.

1935 Techny Rd., Unit 16

Northbrook, IL 60062

(312) 337-9000

contact@plibrico.com

https://www.plibrico.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Refractory Material and Services Centered Around Your Needs. Powered by Knowledgeable Experts with Genuine

Experience. For over a century, companies have trusted Plibrico to deliver innovative and reliable refractory solutions

that consistently increase ef�ciency, improve production uptime and safely boost performance of thermal processing

operations. Discover Plibrico – Refractories • Engineering • Construction.

Product Categories

Construction/Contractors

Furnace Rebuild/Repair

Insulation, Furnace

Insulation, High Temperature

Mortar

Patching Material

Refractories, Alumina

Refractories, Castables

Refractories, Ceramic Fiber

Refractories, Fiber Block

Refractories, Fused Silica

Refractories, Gunning Material

Refractories, Monolithic

Refractories, Plastic

Refractories, Pre-Cast Shapes

Refractories, Ramming Mixes

Refractories, Refractory Anchors

Refractories, Shotcrete

Refractories, Silicon Carbide

Tundishes
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Roman Manufacturing Inc.

861 47th St. S.W.

Grand Rapids, MI 49509

(616) 530-8641

https://www.romanmfg.com

 to see all product photos, downloads, and more!
CLICK HERE

RoMan's water-cooled Furnace Transformers are smaller and lighter and are designed to be closely coupled to the load

helping to reduce electrical losses in the power delivery system. Close coupling improves ef�ciency, and substantially

reduces energy, installation, operation, and maintenance costs. Our transformers are available in various voltages and

frequencies and can be integrated with SCR and IGBT controls and saturable reactors. The size and capability of our

Furnace transformers can be designed to meet speci�c application requirements.

Product Categories

Alloys

Cooling Systems, Closed Loop

Heat Exchangers

Heaters

Quenchants, Water

Salt, Heat Treating

Transformers

Transistors, IBGTs
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SKYRE Inc.

111 Roberts St.

East Hartford, CT 06108

(860) 652-9690

info@skyre-inc.com

https://www.skyre-inc.com

 to see all product photos, downloads, and more!
CLICK HERE

At SKYRE, we're working to decarbonize the world's energy system by doing more with less - recycling to leave less

waste, paving a smarter way to a better world.

Product Categories

Carbon Dioxide

Helium

Hydrogen
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Sun-Tec Corp.

46590 Ryan Ct.

Novi, MI 48377

(248) 669-3100

info@sunteccorp.com

https://www.sunteccorp.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Sun-Tec Corporation specializes in Rockwell-type, Vickers/Knoop, Brinell, Leeb, Ductility, Tensile/Compression, and

Portable testing equipment. We stock replacement parts, accessories, hardness standards, indenters and Cutting,

Mounting and Polishing Equipment. We also provide accredited calibration service.

Product Categories

Calibration, Instruments

Hardness Testers

Hardness Testers, Accessories

Hardness Testers, Automatic

Hardness Testers, Brinell

Hardness Testers, Micro

Hardness Testers, Portable

Hardness Testers, Rockwell

Metallographic Supplies

Metallographic Supplies, Specimen Preparation Equip.

Microscope Accessories

Microscopes

Nondestructive Testing Instruments

Tensile Testers

Universal Testing Machines / Accessories
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Surface Combustion Inc.

1700 Indian Wood Cir.

Maumee, OH 43537

(800) 537-8980

info@surfacecombustion.com

https://www.surfacecombustion.com

CLICK HERETo see all EQUIPMENT product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE
To see all AFTERMARKET SERVICES product photos, downloads, and more!

Established in 1915, Surface® provides customers rugged, reliable thermal processing equipment. Our strength lies in

the breadth of our product portfolio, our unparalleled process knowledge, and our commitment to customer service.

From our standard atmosphere and vacuum furnace designs, to custom engineered thermal process solutions, to quick,

responsive aftermarket support, Surface stands ready to serve you.

Surface Combustion's primary goal is to assist our customers in keeping downtime to a minimum through the

immediate response of our in-house Aftermarket Parts, Rebuild, and Customer Service Departments. Our Service and

Rebuild Departments can assist with repairs, retro�ts and rebuilds, scheduled maintenance, operator training,

equipment moves, and startups. Our professional sales and service specialists strive to promptly answer questions,

determine speci�c needs, and assist our valued customers.

Product Categories

ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

Cooling Equipment Repair & Replacement

Software

COMPLIANCE

Military, Aircraft & Industry Speci�cation

NFPA

Technical Standards & Safety Authority (TSSA) Submissions & Approvals

COMPONENTS, SUPPLIES & MATERIALS

Baskets

Burners

Burners, Radiant Tube

Burners, Recuperative

Catalyst, Endothermic/Exothermic

Cleaning Equipment, Aqueous

Fans

Fixtures

Furnace Loaders

Gas Generators

Ammonia Dissociators

Endothermic Generators

Exothermic Generators

Hydrogen Generators

Hot Zones, Vacuum Furnaces

Impellers

Metal Injection Molding (MIM) Powder Metals, Sintering (P/M)

Parts Loaders

Pollution Control Equipment

Quench, Agitators

Quench, Tanks

Quenchants

Quenchants, Air

Quenchants, Gas

Quenchants, Oil

Quenchants, Polymer

Quenchants, Salt

Quenchants, Water

Radiant Tubes, Ceramic

Rails

Recuperators

Trays

Washers, Parts, Water Based

CONTROLS, INSTRUMENTATION & TEST EQUIPMENT

Analyzers, Infrared

Controllers

Controllers, Carbon Potential

Controllers, Multi-Loop

Controllers, Programmable

Controllers, Proportional

Controllers, Single Loop

Controls

Controls, Adapters, Retro�t

Controls, Atmosphere

Controls, Combustion

Controls, Computerized

Controls, Gas Nitriding

Controls, Remote Data Acquisition

Controls, Temperature

Dew Point Instruments

Sensors, Carbon

Sensors, Oxygen

DIRECT-FIRED, ELECTRIC & ATMOSPHERE FURNACE SYSTEMS

Atmosphere Composition Analysis

Atmosphere Generator Services

Combustion Systems Services

Emission Testing

Field Service

Heat Transfer Analysis

Heating Element Analysis

High-Temperature Alloy Fans

Installation & Start-Up

Preventive Maintenance

Rebuilds, Upgrades, Overhauls & Modi�cations

Replacement & Spare Parts

ENERGY CONSERVATION

Heat Recovery

FURNACE ATMOSPHERES & GASES

Carburizing Gases

Hydrogen

Inert Gases

Oxidizing Gases

Reducing Gases

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS

Aging

Aluminum Brazing

Aluminum Brazing, Atmosphere

Aluminum Brazing, Vacuum

Aluminum Homogenizer

Aluminum Solution Heat Treating

Annealing

Atmosphere Furnaces

Austempering

Batch

Bell

Belt

Billet

Blueing

Box

Brazing

Burn-Off

Car Bottom

Carburizing

Carburizing, Atmosphere

Carburizing, Ion

Carburizing, Nitrocarburizing

Carburizing, Vacuum

Continuous

Conveyor

Drop Bottom

Drum - Rotating

Electric Resistance

Flexible Heat-Treating Cells

Forging

Galvanizing

Gantry

Gas

Gas, Fired

Gas, Quench

Gas, Quench, High Pressure

Harden, Quench & Draw/Temper

Hearth

Elevator Hearth

Open Hearth

Reciprocating Hearth

Roller Hearth

Rotary Hearth

Shaker Hearth

Walking Hearth

Heat Treat

High-Speed Steel

Holding

Incinerators,Rotary

Integral Quench

Martempering

Mesh Belt

Muf�e

Neutral Hardening

Nitriding, Gas

Nitriding, Ion

Oil-Fired

Ovens

Oxidizers, Fume

Oxidizers, Thermal

Pit

Plasma

Preheating

Pusher

Radiant Tube

Recuperative

Reheating

Resistance

Retort

Reverberatory

Rotary Retort

Salt Bath

Salt Bath, Austenitizing

Salt Bath, Blueing

Slab

Slot Forge

Soaking Pit

Solution Annealing

Spheroidizing

Strip

Temper Furnace (Draw)

Temper/Draw

Tip-Up

Tool Room

Vacuum

Brazing

Vacuum Furnace

Vacuum Furnace, Convection Assisted Heating

Vacuum Furnace, Hardening

Vacuum Furnace, High-Pressure Gas Quench (3+ Bar)

Vacuum Furnace, Hot Zone

Vacuum Furnace, Low-Pressure Gas Quench (0 to 2 Bar)

Vacuum Furnace, Semi-Continuous

Vacuum Furnace, Sintering

Vacuum Furnace, Tempering

Vacuum Furnace, Tool Room

Walking Beam

GENERAL AFTERMARKET

Alloy Fabrication

Consulting

Controls Troubleshooting & Upgrades

Gas/Electric Furnace Conversions

Instrument Calibration

Materials Testing & Metallurgical Evaluations

Post-Quench Spray/Drink Washer-Process Upgrade

Process Improvement & Cost Reduction Analysis

Temperature Control/Calibration

Temperature Uniformity Survey

Training & Education

Troubleshooting & Repair

PARTS WASHING EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

Dunk Washers

Spray & Dunk Washers

Spray Washers

REFRACTORIES & INSULATION

Insulation, Ceramic Fiber

Insulation, Felt, Graphite

Refractory Installation & Dry Out

Refractory Repair, Replacement & Upgrade

SERVICES

Furnace Rebuild/Repair

VACUUM FURNACE SYSTEMS

Field Service

Hot Zone Rebuild & Replacement

Installation & Start-up

Leak Detection & Repair

Preventative Maintenance

Pump Repair & Maintenance

Rebuilds, Upgrades, Overhauls & Modi�cations

Replacement & Spare Parts
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Tempco Electric Heater Corp.

607 N. Central Ave.

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1452

(630) 350-2252

info@tempco.com

https://www.tempco.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Tempco, founded in 1972, manufactures custom industrial electric heating elements, temperature sensors and controls,

process heating systems and power control panels that are built in our 508A Certi�ed Panel Shop. Tempco continues to

produce custom manufactured electric heating solutions to original equipment manufacturers, distributors, and end

users worldwide.

Product Categories

Cartridge

Controllers, Programmable

Controllers, Proportional

Controllers, Single Loop

Controls, Solid State

Controls, Temperature

Electric, Infrared

Elements, Electric

Heaters, Immersion Heater

Immersion

Recorders

Recorders, Computerized

Sensors

Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouple Wire

Thermocouples

Thermometers, Infrared

Thermostats

Tubes, Protection
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Thermcraft Inc.

3950 Overdale Rd.

Winston-Salem, NC 27107

(336) 784-4800

info@thermcraftinc.com

https://www.thermcraftinc.com

 to see all product photos, downloads, and more!CLICK HERE

Manufacturer of laboratory and industrial furnaces and ovens. Fully custom, engineered to order, or standard designs,

we have over 49 years of manufacturing experience. We can help you �nd a solution that meets your speci�c needs.

Product Categories

Aging

Annealing

Batch

Bell

Belt

Bench

Billet

Box

Brazing

Burn-Off

Cabinet

Car Bottom

Continuous

Controllers, Programmable

Controllers, Proportional

Controllers, Single Loop

Controls, Atmosphere

Controls, Combustion

Controls, Temperature

Conveyor

Drop Bottom

Drum - Rotating

Dryers

Electric Resistance

Elements, Electric

Elements, Graphite

Elements, Molybdenum Disilicide

Elements, Ribbon

Elements, Silicon Carbide

Fluidized Bed

Forging

Furnaces/Environmental Chambers (Laboratory)

Galvanizing

Gantry

Gas, Fired

Glass Melting (Lehrs)

Gradient

Hearth, Elevator Hearth

Hearth, Open Hearth

Hearth, Roller Hearth

Hearth, Rotary Hearth

Heat Treat

Heaters, Wrap-Around Heaters

Holding

Kiln, Electric

Kiln, Gas-Fired

Kiln, Tunnel

Laboratory

Melting

Muf�e

Oil-Fired

Ovens

Panel

Pit

Pot

Preheating

Pusher

Radiant Tube

Recuperative

Reheating

Remelting

Resistance

Retort

Rotary Retort

Soaking Pit

Temperature Measuring Devices

Thermocouples

Tube

Walking Beam
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ThermoCalc Software

4160 Washington Rd.

McMurray, PA 15317

www.thermocalc.com

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Thermo-Calc Software is used by materials scientists and engineers to generate material properties data, gain insights

about materials, understand a speci�c observation, and answer direct questions related to a speci�c material and/or its

processing.

Product Categories

Computers/Computer Software

Engineering Services

Nickel & Nickel Alloys

Software

Software, Simulation

Steels, Alloy
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Wisconsin Oven Corp.

2675 Main St.  P.O. Box 873

East Troy, WI 53120

(262) 642-3938

sales@wisoven.com

https://www.wisoven.com

CLICK HERE

To see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Wisconsin Oven offers high quality industrial dryers, ovens, and furnaces for a wide-range of applications and

industries. Heating equipment is designed with standard temperature ratings of 500, 650, 800, 1000, 1250, and

1400° F.

Product Categories

Aging

Aluminum Solution Heat Treating

Annealing

Batch

Belt

Bench

Billet

Box

Cabinet

Car Bottom

Continuous

Conveyor

Drop Bottom

Drum - Rotating

Dryers

Electric Resistance

Gas, Fired

Hearth, Elevator Hearth

Hearth, Roller Hearth

Heat Treat

Incinerators

Mesh Belt

Oil-Fired

Ovens

Oxidizers, Fume

Oxidizers, Thermal

Panel

Pit

Preheating

Pusher

Radiant Tube

Reheating

Resistance

Solution Annealing

Strip

Temper/Draw

Walking Beam
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